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HE above illus­
tration is a good 
one of the prom­
ising young stal­
lion P r o hi o t e r 
2.19. lie is a 
li a n d s ome bay, 
standing 10 bands 
foaled 1888, bred 
by Oliver & Mc­
Duffie, Cincinna­
ti, O., from whom be passed to Col. 11. 
P. Pepper & Son, bis present owners. 
He is a son of Acolyte 2,21, that was
sold for $40,000, and whose roll of honor
includes such fast trotters as Vatician 
2.18; Promoter 2.19; Position 3, 2.22 14; 
Pilgrim 2.20 3-4, etc., making him one of 
the leading young sires of the trotting 
world.
lie is a typical Wilkes and a represent­
ative American trotter. Few young 
stallions boast such a strong developed 
speed inheritance, be being by the devel­
oped trotter Acolyte 2.21, and be by 
Onward 2.25 1-4, the mighty son of the 
great Geo. Wilkes 2.22, making Promo­
ter the brilliant resultant of many gener­
ations of developed ancestors. He is a 
lienial decendant of the leading speed 
sires of the world. Acolyte, by the re­
cords, leads all stallions of his age in
ability to get speed. Onward leads all 
sires living or dead this year, and is the 
ranking eigliteen-ycar-old stallion of the 
world as the sire of speed both in the 
first and second generations. Geo. 
Wilkes, his great grandsirc, was the 
champion stallion of his day, retiring 
from the turf at seventeen years of age. 
With only nine short seasons in the stud, 
he has left behind seventy-six 2.30 rep­
resentatives, eighty-seven 2.30 sires and 
fifty-one producing daughters to keep his 
memory green, and if we go back to the 
fifth generation, Promoter traces to 
Eysdyk’s Ilambletonian, the great sire 
of trotters and the progenitor of more 
producing sires and dams than any stal­
lion in the breeding annals of the world, 
Promoter was a precocious performer 
and early showed ability to enter the 
list. In his two-year-old form he was 
one of the fastest yonngsters on the turf 
and defeated the best colts of the year.
He was beaten but once, and then by the 
phenomenon, Fanstino, the winner of the 
two-year-old stakes at Lexington. He 
measured strides with Nuncio, by Nut­
wood; Kuby Wilkes, by Young Jim, and 
other sensational two-year-olds, and fair­
ly outclassed them all, taking a record of 
2.28 in a winning race. He is a horse of 
great constitution and rare training-on 
qualities. He did not start in his three- 
year-old form, but as a four-year-old lie
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Both Cured
by Hood’s
Dyspepsia, Headaches and Other 
Troubles.
Saco; Maine.
“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.: 
“Gentlemen:—For years I have had dyspep­
sia, growing worse all the time, and became so 
discouraged that I seriously thought of selling 
my farm and going to California. Added to my 
misery were the painful effects of a fracture on 
the end of my backbone, which resulted from a 
coasting accident when a boy. I happened to 
read about Hood’s Sarsaparilla and decided to 
take two bottles, and before the last one was 
gone, I could eat a hearty meal without any dis­
tress. The fracture of my backbone is also 
healed and I do not have any lameness. I can 
truly say I am now well, and I believe Hood’s 
Saved My Life.
It has also been a great benefit to my wife who 
had distress in the stomach and severe head­
aches. She said the first dose of Hood’s seemed
to go to the right spot. She now enjoys good 
health and we always speak highly of Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla.” Elijah Buck, Box 49G, Saco, Me,
Hood’s Pfi’s are prompt and efficient, yet 
easy in action. Sold by all druggists. 25c.
1500 FERRETS.
IARSEST FERRET KENNEL IN THE WORLD,
Ferrets trained for Rabbit bunting and 
destroying Rats, S3, per pair male or 





Visit the Mid-Winter Fair al 
San Francises.
You have long contemplated a Califor­
nia trip, and this winter offers you an ex­
cellent chance. Tlie bolding of a Mid- 
Winter Fair at San Francisco will be an 
incentive for many to visit California.
Now, the “Good News” we suggest at 
beading is this: The Chicago, Rock Is­
land and Pacific Ky. has put a daily 
Tourist Car from Chicago to San Francis­
co, via Fort Worth, El Paso and Los 
Angeles. It is a lovely winter route.
The weekly Phillips Rock Island Ex­
cursions, leaving Boston every Tuesday 
are personally conducted from ocean to 
ocean, and are popular. This car arrives 
and leaves Chicago every Thursday. 
There is also a car leaving Chicago every 
Tuesday, and its route is via Pueblo, the 
Scenic Route, and Ogden, to San Francis­
co, same as Boston car.
Rates low. Write to any Great Rock 
Island Route representative for full parti­
culars, or address JOHN SEBASTIAN 
G. P. A., Chicago.
JONT AS BDW ARDS
I,will have a load ol Canada Horses every 
Wednesday,’and be al home me last four 
days of each week' auu»l further nonce 
Telephone No. 54—3
won in 2.21 1-2, 2.20 1-2 and 2.10. Last 
season he was in the stud and not cam­
paigned. He is a high-class trotter with 
ability to lower his record several sec­
onds, and should be a strong candidate 
for the 2.19 class this season. He is level 
headed, game and finishes liis miles with 
great reserve force.
Promoter was one of the sensational 
two-year-olds of his year, and is a mem­
ber of the greatest racing family on the 
turf. His dam, Musette, by Ohio Vol­
unteer, is in the great brood mare list, 
thus adding great speed production to 
both sides of his inheritance. His blood 
lines (George Wilkes and Volunteer) rep­
resent two of the greatest racing and 
producing families, while his rich speed 
lines come through the very best chan­
nels. In him there is nothing lacking as 
the prospect for a famous sire or a great 
race horse. He lias had hut little train­
ing. His vitality lias not been exhausted 
by the grand preparation or excessive 
campaigning, and in good hands lie cer­
tainly has shown the ability to shade 2,10 
this season. He is in possession of all 
his original powers unimpaired, having 
only been sampled enough to prove him 
an early trotter and an extreme speed 
performer. Coming as he does from 
such a brilliant line of performing and 
producing ancestors, combining the blood 
of the great racing families of George 
Wilkes and Volunteer, we know of very 
few untried stallions that have more of 
the qualifications for a phenomenal sire 
than Promoter.
A GREAT PROGRAMME.
Tlie Maine Mile Track Association.
An important meeting of the Maine 
Mile Track Association was held at the 
Preble House, Portland, last Saturday, 
tlie 3d, inst., President Burnham in the 
chair. The association acted with the 
same enterprise 'which has characterized 
its career thus far. This meeting was 
held for tlie purpose of determining tiie 
amount and number of the purses, stakes 
and specials to he offered at the August 
meeting, at Rigby. The sum of $15,000 
was voted for the show.
The making up of class races for the 
colts is something which lias not been 
attempted in Maine before, though in 
vogue in other states, and is a step in 
the right direction, as colts should he 
rated according to their showing of the 
previous year as well as mature horses.
The association has mapped out an at­
tractive programme and will give us the 
best racing ever seen in the state accord­
ing to the present outlook.
Commercial, guaranteed stake for foals 
of 1893, trotting, $499.
West End, guaranteed stake, $509, 
foals 1892 and under, eligible to 2.30 
class, trotting.
Sunnyside, guaranteed stake, foals 1891 
and under, 2.35 class, $500, trotting.
Fairview, guaranteed stake, $500, foals 
1890 and under, 2.45 class, trotting.
Rigby, guaranteed stake, $300, 2.30 
class, trotting.
Portland, guaranteed stake, $600, 3.00 
class, trotting.
Jose, guaranteed stake, $300, 2.40 
class, trotting.
Merchants, guaranteed stakes, $300, 
1.18 class, stallions, trotting.
Preble House, guaranteed stake, $500, 
2.25 class, pacing.
Cumberland, guaranteed stake, $500,
2.40 class, pacing.
Entrance fee five per cent, and nothing 
deducted from winners in tlie one, two, 
three and four year old stakes. Pay­
ments, one per cent, on April 30, 1894, 
and name; one per cent, on May 30, two 
percent, on June 30, and the final one 
per cent, on July 30.
The following class races and purses 
will also be given at the August meet­
ing, 20th to,25th, inclusive:
2.13 class, pacing, purse 81000.
2.20 class, pacing, purse 8300.
2.14 class, trotting, purse $1000.
2.17 class, trotting, purse $300.
2.21 class, trotting, purse $390.
2.22 class, trotting, purse $300.
2.34 class, trotting, purse $300.
Entrance fee to classes, five per cent, 
and five per cent, additional from win­
ners.
The above stakes and 2.34 class are 
open to New England and the Maritime 
Provinces; and the above classes are open 
to the world. All entries should he made 
to J. F. Barrett, secretary, Portland, Me., 
who will cheerfully furnish all informa­
tion desired.
The big meeting to he held July 4, 5, 
and 3, was thoroughly discussed, and 
large purses will he hung up, which it is 
expected will bring some of the fastest 
horses in the country to the track.
DREAMS GF THE YEAR 1920,
A Readable Sketch by “Portland.”
(Written for the Turf, Farm ami Home.) 
Portland, Me., Jan. 30, 1894.
Mr. Editor:—After reading one of the 
so-called “Dreams,’’ and with the aid of 
Welch Rarebit and a glass a Pumkin dis­
trict cider that was about ready and ripe 
enough to use on beans, I fell to sleep 
with this result! Probable date was 1920, 
and the annual meeting of the New Eng­
land Breeders held at the grounds of some 
racetrack, could not remember tli£ name, 
but it read something like this, II. M. I’. 
N. D. K. A. D. N., and a number of other 
letters. Asking some one there, on en­
tering, the meaning of tlie different let­
ters, was told it was made up of the first 
letter of leading sires of years back. On 
entering the grounds saw before me what 
seemed to be what would now be called 
a double decker; mile track. It. being in 
the forenoon noticed that theTower one 
only was being used, and it looked to be 
perfection, and so expressed myself. 
Then I was told. “This is the track for 
fitting the horses. The track over this 
is for the races this afternoon, ami no 
horses are allowed ou there except for 
the races.”
Soon I saw some very handsome horses 
coining towards me, and what a change! 
drivers sat without seeming to be using 
thought enough to more than hold the 
lines steady; no hack straps, and not near 
as much harness as I had been accus­
tomed to have seen, and no weights nor 
boots, and what looked to be shod with 
some bright shiny metal of scarcely any 
thickness. I looked to see some of them 
make a break; saw none. I am 
wrong; one; and heard the remark 
passed, “Thoroughbred instinct in that 
mare is not all overcome and, if she did 
not know’, as the most of the others do, 
anything but trot would he very valua­
ble.” Went to the stables and was sur­
prised to find that the rules were over 
the stalls viz: “Penalty of starting 
unsound horses will be strictly en­
forced,” and also heard the remark from 
one near me: “In a few years, there 
will be no unsound ones on any 
association race track, as the law is so 
strict in the matter of breeding them 
that it will he a matter of the past. ’
Soon the crowds commenced to come 
in and was much surprised to see such 
elegant turnouts and so many improve­
ments in many ways. Got my ticket 
with the others and found scale of 
prices very reasonable and every atten­
tion given to those who did not care to 
goto the expense of grand stand tickets— 
a place for them, and no need to hang on 
the fences to see the races, (should think 
there was 39,000 there this day to see the 
races.) Programme read for four races; 
purse $6,000 for three year olds, 83,000 
for five year olds, $8,000 for open class 
with no records? 813,000 for free for all, 
and noticed on the programme that the 
next day would he the grand pacing 
races, and also the notice that those de- 
desiring to see the one and two year old 
races would he able to use their coupon 
LlieTicxt morning. As there had been so 
much objection to the time taken the 
association had been obliged to keep up 
with the times and have the public 
amused and satisfied, and had to eater to
the many and make the charge as above. 
Noticed on tlie programme that it gave 
full pedigrees of both sire and dam of 
each. Promptly at the time announced 
for the first race the full class was on 
hand, went up and turned for the word 
and were off. The shock over. Some­
thing must have disturbed my dream. I 
awoke, hut with a dim recollection that 
the 2.00 mark had been reached and by 
the produce of some stallion that I re­
membered well, and also have a remem­
brance of asking some one while there, 
“Where do they sell pools off the races'?’’ 
and got the reply, “Well, you are a back 
ffumber, sure.” On asking why do 
they not sell pools on the races, “Cer­
tainly not, after the first race is called 
at 2.39 p. m.” At the risk of beirig 
called something else ventured to ask: 
“How do those that het money get their 
money out?” and got the reply: “Well, 
that’s funny, you must be a farmer sure. 
I tell you, my boy, when you get your 
money in the pool box on a race it is 
there to stay. This rule was made some 
years ago, as the matter of having steady 
acting horses demanded it, and to avoid 
questions of wrong things being done 
made it a necessity and a rule.
Portland.
BETHEL ES,
Though hut little is said about them 
we have some good horses in Bethel. 
One day last week C. M. Wormell sold to 
Theo Thayer of South Paris a four year 
old chestnut gelding for a little over 
8290. This colt stood 15 3 and could go 
a 50 gait. Sired by Ehrlaeher, 2.48 
(Ehrlaeher could have beaten 2.39 the 
past season had he lived and was a loss 
to the community as well as his owner. 
His colts are all nice gaited). Mr. Wor­
mell has another good horse in Tommie 
W. He stauds 10 hands and can beat a 
49 gait. Sired by Dan 0., dam by Ben- 
seehoo, 2nd dam by Dirigo.
Gilbert Snell is handling for John 1’hil- 
hrook a nice 3 year old mare and a nice 
roadster, 13 hands strong, color chestnut 
sired by Albriuo, sire of Iona S. 2.17 1-2, 
dam by Phil Sheridan Jr. Mi’. Snell lias 
a good 4 year old gelding by Dan B. by 
Daniel Boone, good size and a good 
driver.
L. A. Hall is wintering fur M. A Nev- 
ens of Claremont, N. II. the standard 
bred stallion Gattling Gun by Quarter­
master 2.21 1-4, sire of 14, in the 2.30 
list, 8 of them 2 and 3 year olds, by Al­
cyone 2.27, sire Martha Wilkes 2.08, 
idarrietta 2.09 3-4, etc., (bun by Dexter 
Bradford sire of 2 in 2.20, by llamble- 
tonian 10; 2nd dam by Booths Iron Cuke; 
3rd dam by Tom Ward; 4th dam by 
Flying Morgan. Gattling Gun has never 
been trained hut is nice gaited and can 
beat a 50 gait. He is a. nice roadster. 
Mr. II. has a 2 year old by Ehrlaeher 
that is as line a youngster as any body 
has.
The veteran horseman Mr. G. P. Bean 
has been on the sick list for the past four 
weeks hut is out again we are glad to 
say. He has some good ones to be men­
tioned later.
A’R EAST WILTOM BREEDER SPEAKS.
Mr. Editor:—I like your paper very 
match under its new administration. It 
is reaching out all over the State for 
horse notes and news of interest to the 
small as well as the large breeder, telling 
the small breeder whose heart has gone 
into his bo its words of cheer, that if we 
cannot raise trotters perhaps we can raise 
Gents' roadsters for which there is a 
good demand, or draft horses. The lat­
ter i am the best, adapted for I guess as 
the following will show. 1 have five colts 
bred as follows none of which are broken 
to harness as yet: Lady B. by Wood­
land; Gideon Maid by Gideon Chief; 
Browney by Aleetns; Flow Seer by The 
Seer 2.19 1-2, dam Maud, dam of Maud 
.Ma.ee 2.27 1-4; Tafiie by Royal Boone, 
dam Lady B. Maud and Lady B. are 
registered in Vol. 12 American Register.
M 0 have some quite good bred ones in 
this vicinity. If you come this way call 
and I. will show you what there is.
F. D. S. Brown,
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ROYALLY BRED.
A Look at Some of the Good ’uns on 
the Coast.
The above cut is an excellent likeness 
of the royally bred young stallion Albra­
zia, which is advertised in our columns 
this week. He is owned by Mrs. Frost of 
Boston, Mass., and stands at the stable 
of C. F. Peterson, East Brunswick, Me. 
lie is a very handsome and highly fin­
ished horse and is bred in the purple. 
His sire Absolute has a record of 2.30, 
made the past season, and is a son of the 
great Dictator 2.17. Dictator is one of 
the greatest sires of the age, being the 
sire of Jay-Eye-See 2.0(5 1-4, pacing, 2.10 
trotting; also the sire of Phallas 2.13 3-4, 
Director 2.17, etc., andhis sons have pro­
duced Directum 2.05 1-4, Direct 2.05 3-4.
The dam of Albrazia is Bessie Wilkes, 
by Red Wilkes, the greatest son pf Geo. 
Wilkes, and his second dam is Carrie T., 
record 2.34, as a four year old, by Al­
mont. It will thus be seen that this 
horse has a right by inheritance to be 
fast, and also to beget speed. lie has a 
record of 2.32 1-2 as a two year old, and 
2.24 as a three year old, and breeders in 
his vicinity are fortunate in having in 
easy access such a highly bred and prom­
ising young stallion, and at the price at 
which he stands he should receive a lib 
eral patronage.
Mr. Peterson also has a very fine young 
horse of his own which he advertises in 
this issue, calletf Winthrop Wilkes, sired 
by Messenger Wilkes 2.23, son of Red 
Wilkes, and liis dam is Mollie M., by 
Winthrop Morrill. He is a handsome 
bay, stands 15:3 1-2 hands and weighs 
1050 pounds. He is symetrically formed 
with plenty of bone, perfect limbs and 
and feet, a level head and has lots of nat­
ural speed. He has a record of 2.45, 
Which is no pleasure of his speed, for 
lie has never had a season’s training, and 
could he be placed in the hands of some 
good professional, would no doubt 
get a mark below 2.30. II is colts so far 
are an exceptionally good lot, are nicely 
gaited, and when matured and developed 
will no doubt be fast. He stands at the 
low fee of twenty dollars to warrant, 
which is certainly a low price for a horse 
of his individual merit, and uniting as he 
docs the blood of the best representatives 
of Wilkes, Knox and Morrill.
Mr. Peterson has always taken great 
interest in raising good horses, and be­
sides the two stallions mentioned above 
has some seventeen or more brood mares
: and colts that are an extra fine lot. His 
oldest brood mare, called Milkmaid, is 
a daughter of Gideon 145. She is white 
and resembles the old horse very much. 
Her dam was by Old Drew. This mare 
has produced some very fine colts. Among 
the lot U a five year old mare by Nelson 
2.09. ■ She is a bay and a very handsome 
and speedy mare. She has a record of
2.41 1-2 as a four year old, and the well 
known driver, Scribner, says that with a 
season’s fitting he could easily give her a 
mark of 2.25 or better. He also has a 
four year old mare by Nelson, out of a 
daughter of Maine Blackwood; second 
dam by Flying Cloud. This is a beauty 
and bids fair to be fast; also has a four 
year old mare by his stallion Winthrop 
Wilkes, dam by Ilambletonian Tromby, 
full sister to Molly J. 2.19 3 4. Mr. 
Peterson owns the dam of this colt. She 
is now fourteen years old, called Maggie 
Dustin. Her dam was by Alexander’s 
Norman. She lias raised some very fine 
colts and is now in foal to Albrazia. 
Among the yearlings is a very fine stud 
colt by Winthrop Wilkes, out of Milk­
maid, by Gideon. He is bay, of good 
size, and a finely finished one all over, 
and a three year old*filly, full brother to 
this colt, is one that will be beard from 
in the future.
Mr. Peterson lias one of the best farms 
in this section and carries on the milk 
business in connection with his horse 
breeding. His farm is situated about 
three miles from Bath, in East Bruns­
wick, and visitors are cordially welcome 
at all times.
Another advertisement which appears 
in this issue, and which we desire to call 
special attention to, is that of the stal­
lion Merrill, owned by F. J. Merrill of 
Damariscotta, Me. Merrill is a hand­
some and speedy son of the great Nel­
son 2.09; is a chestnut with star, stands 
1(5 hands high and weighs 1100 pounds; 
was foaled in 1889. 11 is dam was Tin­
smith Maid, daughter of Watchmaker, 
by Winthrop Morrill. His dam is a large, 
nice gaited mare, stands 1(5 hands and 
weighs 1100 pounds. She has been at 
the Maine State Fair four years in suc­
cession, and won first premium every 
year; first, as a four year old filly; sec 
ond year, in gent’s driving class, with 
seven competitors; third, as brood mare 
with the colt Merrill by her side, and 
fourth in 1891 as a brood mare with a 
filly by Dictator Chief Merrill was her 
first foal, and he has always been a phe- 
nominally fast one. As a yearling he won 
his race at Bangor, half mile heats, get­
ting a mark of 1.23 1-4 in the third beat, 
and as a three year old lie got his pres­
ent record of 2.31, at the breeders’ meet­
ing at Mystic, which is no limit of his 
speed, for at Rigby Park, last season, he 
was timed separately in two heats in 
2.15 3-4, one watch getting it 2.15 1-2, 
and the second heat in 2.17. This was 
certainly a remarkable showing when 
everything is taken into consideration. He 
started in a race with aged houses with 
some of the best drivers in the country, 
and this was practically the first race he 
ever started in, and he was driven by Mr. 
Merrill’s son, Arthur, a young boy who 
was also green at the business, and in 
the first beat he was sent away in ninth 
position, and finished so close a second 
that it was thought by some the heat 
would be given to him. This heat was 
paced in 2.17 or a fraction, and Merrill 
was timed in 2.15 3-4. In this race he 
proved himself not only a game race 
horse but one of the fastest if not the 
fastest son of Nelson. Merrill will be 
given a short season in the stud and will 
then be fitted for the fall races, and good 
judges claim that barring accidents he 
will retire with a mark of 2.15 or better. 
This grand young horse stands at the 
low fee of $35 by the season, or $50 to 
warrant. His last year’s foals are a 
splendid lot and prove him to be one of 
the best as a stock stallion.
Mr. Merrill also lias a yearling filly, 
full sister to Merrill, that is fully as 
promising as he was at that age. She is 
bay, large size, and can mock a trotter 
now. He also has a yearling filly by 
Merrill, out of a daughter of Woodlawn, 
that matches the Nelson filly almost per­
fectly. They are beauties and will give 
a good account of themselves later on. 
He also has a two year old filly out of the 
dam 'of Merrill, sired by Dictator Chief 
2.21 1-2, that will make a 2.39 performer 
in the near future, or all signs fail. She 
is a large bay filly with the best of limbs, 
aud is gaited just right to go fast.
----- 'O-----*
While at Damariscotta I took the op­
portunity of visiting Highland Stock 
Farm at West Bristol, Capt. E. II. Goudy 
proprietor. This is one of the best farms 
in this section, consisting of 160 acres, 
and cutting 50 tons of hay yearly. Mr. 
Goudy is a retired sea captain who, after 
passing the best of his days on the stormy 
sea, decided to cast anchor on a good old 
Maine farm. He was always a lover of 
a good horse, and so decided to breed a 
few good ones, both for pleasure and 
profit, so in 1888 he went to Cedar Falls, 
Iowa, and purchased the Cleveland Bay
stallion, Rubens. He is said to be the 
first Cleveland Bay ever shipped to New 
England. This horse was a yearling 
when Mr; Goudy purchased him, and 
was the best bred as well as the best in­
dividual that he could buy; lie had tak­
en first premiums that year at both the 
State Fairs of Iowa and Nebraska, and 
also the special premium by the Cleve­
land Bay Society of America, which was 
a handsome silver medal. In color he is 
a beautiful dark bay with black points; 
and is a very stylish and showy horse; 
He stands about 16 hands and weighs 
nearly 1409 pounds; His sire was Grand 
Inquisitor, and his dam Ruby is a great 
prize winner, and one of the best bred cf 
her class ever imported to America.
Mr. Goudy is also interested iu trotting 
stock. He bred and raised Calcalli, which 
he sold to Mr. Cushman of Auburn; He 
has a handsome two year old stallioil 
called Ginger, sired by Warrener, full 
brother to Sunol 2.08 1-4, dam Baby 
Woodlawn, by Woodlawn, he by Hero of 
Thorndale. This colt took the first 
premium at the State Fair as a yearling, 
and last season second premium. He is 
a horse of grand style and finish and 
shows lots of speed. He also has a full 
brother to this colt called Niger, one year 
old, who took the first premium at the 
State Fair last season. These colts are 
beauties, are well bred and are speedy, 
and will be sold reasonably, and are just 
what some young man wants who intends 
to start into the breeding business. He 
also has a yearling filly by Warrener, 
dam by Messenger Wilkes; second dam 
by Dr. Franklin.
Mr. Goudy has the dam of Calcalli 
and Ginger. She is a large and stylish 
mare and a great roadster; also has a 
matched pair of colts by his Cleveland 
Bay stallion, Rubens, that when matured 
will make a nice hitch. The beauty of 
this class of horses is their disposition 
which is perfect. They are easily broken 
and make a perfect business horse.
I was very much pleased with my visit 
and should certainly make it my duty to 
call again when it is my good fortune to 
be in this vicinity.
We also advertise in this issue the 
handsome mahogany bay stallion Geo. 
W., owned by W. D. Farnum, the veteri­
nary surgeon at Rockland, Me. This 
horse is three years old, sired by Green­
field, son of the great Electioneer, and 
his dam was by Sammy Webber, son of 
Capt. Sprague, he by Gen. Sherman, by 
Gen. Knox; second dam thoroughbred. 
He stands 16 hands high, weighs 1025 
pounds, with a disposition that is per­
fect. He is a fine roadster and is gaited 
right to make a trotter.
The doctor also has a very promising 
two year old stallion sired by Kinsman 
Wilkes, son of Harry Wilkes, sire of 
Rosalind Wilkes 2.18 1-4, etc., dam by 
Romeo, son of , Watchmaker. He is a 
very fine gaited one and can show close 
to 3.00 clip.
The doctor also owns the old pacing 
mare Judy. She is by Old Pacing Pilot, 
and she paced a trial mile 25 years ago in 
2,26. She is 31 years old and in foal to 
George W. She is as sound as a dollar, 
lie also has a ten year old mareaeired by 
Whalebone Knox, dam by Winthrop 
Morrill. She is a splendid road mare, of 
good size, and has raised some good 
colts.
Dirigo.
A PAPER FOR HORSEMEN.
(Rockland Tribune.)
The Turf, Farm and Home, published
in Auburn, is the acknowledged organ of 
the horsemen of Maine. No other paper 
so fully represents this great interest, 
and every horseman and farmer should 
have it. Its price (weekly) is $1 per 
year.
4 TURF, FARM AND SOME.
%
TURF PUBLISHING CO.,
162 Main Street, lioak Block, 
AUBURN, - MAINE.
E. P, MAYO. Editor and Manager.
G. M. HATCH, Turf Editor.
TERMS$1.00 per year in advance, §2.00 if not paid strictly in advance.
Entered at the Post Office at Auburn Me., 
as second class mail matter.
AUBURN, ME., FRIDAY, FEB. 9.
DON’TS.
DONT refuse to take your paper from the office 
When it is not paid up.
It simply gives some hungry lawyer a job.
DONT fail to let us know if you fail to receive 
the TURf regularly.
It deprives us of the information we need to 
keep our office and the postoffice department up 
to the discharge of their duties.
DONT fail to notify us if you have not received 
full credit for what you have paid.
Errors will occur, but we are always not only 
Willing, but anxious to correct them.
DONT fail to- give us the horse news in your 
vicinity.
It isn’t fair to ask us to make you a model 
paper without your assistance, and besides We 
shall not do it if it is.
Look out for the T car’s sketches and 
portraits of noted Maine drivers.
* * * *
A yearling brother to the noted cam­
paigner Jack 2.12, is being trained by 
John Splan. * * * * r
Regal Wilkes 2.11 3-4 will not be in the 
Stud this season but will be trained for a 
lower record.
* * * *
The popular Maine driver Guy G. Ed­
wards of Fairfield is constantly adding 
to his string of trotters.
# $ V
Now some one has it figured out that 
Little Albert is the only trotter with a 
race record of 2.10 or better, which does 
not carry the blood of Mambrino Chief.
* * * *
The fast young horse Greenwood, by 
Greenfield, son of Electioneer, dam by 
Harbinger, is wintering at Hathorn
Farm, Pittsfield.
* * *
John Kelly has left the employ of Mr. 
Salisbury but has made arrangements 
with John Green, owner of Directum, to 
handle the champion. He will train for 
Dubois Brothers of Denver.
* * *
Aubine was sold at auction in New 
York this week for $2250. Her trotting 
mate for the past season, Zembia, with 
Which she made a double team record of 
2.13 1-2, brought just double that sum, 
the pair selling for $7250.
Tte- *
F. Duncanson, St. John, N. B., has a 
five yeai’ old brown mare which he re­
gards as a fine roadster and possible trot­
ter. Her sire was thoroughbred Sir 
Peter, and her dam a Morgan mare. This 
isn’t at all a bad combination on paper.
* * * *
In our issue of January 10th, last, there 
appeared an article saying, “R. H. Kitt­
ridge of Bar Harbor had purchased of 
George P. Higgins a colt eight years old, 
which is said to be able to pace a mile 
in about 2.45.” This is a sad mistake, 
as the colt that Mr. Kittridge bought is 
Iva Ilelmont, who needs no introduction, 
for through her performance as a year­
ling at the Eastern Maine Fair 1890, she 
introduced herself. Iva Ilelmont is by 
Von Ilelmont 2.19, dam a Drew mare. 
This mare is but four years old, and a 
year ago last fall, at Wyman Driving 
Park, Ellsworth, could speed in places 
with Cylem, who obtained a record at 
Rigby last fall in 2.19. She is a trotter 
and not a pacer. We predict that this 
mare properly handled will enter the 
charmed circle next season,
Mr. C. T. Stackpole of Gardiner, the 
well known paper dealer and lover of a 
fine horse, was in the twin cities yester­
day and made us a call. Mr. S. is a li rm 
believer in the Turf.
* * * *
Talk about no horses selling in Maine! 
Mr. Daniel Lyons of Philadelphia was 
here this week and shipped eleven good 
ones to the Quaker city Wednesday after­
noon. He paid good prices, too, and 
says that horses will be worth their 
keeping before many moons. That 
sounds good.
* * * *
Mr. A. R. Yates, proprietor of the 
Fairfield Driving park, is already com­
mencing to make plans for the coming 
season’s races at the park, ne will hold 
meetings on the following dates: Tues­
day, Wednesday and Thursday, June 24, 
25 and 2G; Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday, Aug. 21, 22 and 23; Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 18, 19, 
and 20.
T"E JUDGES STAND.
! The stove trotting season is at its 
height and the snow covers the hill-side; 
but before we shall have deemed it pos­
sible the grass will be growing green up­
on the lawns, in the field and lane, the 
fragrance of apple blossoms will fill the 
air, the bike will be put together, the 
trotters will be brushed out just to see if 
they have their speed, then repeated to 
stay them up, and the trotting season 
will be inaugurated.
Next season promises to be a glorious 
one in both objects and results. The 
purses, while they may not be larger, are 
likely to be more numerous. The trot­
ters are plenty and the American people 
patronize the snort, hence we are likely 
to see trotting in abundance.
A word to trotting associations 
throughout our state or elsewhere, may 
not be inappropriate at this time. The 
managers will be looking out for attrac­
tions; they will see that the entry list is 
well filled and feel conscious of a duty 
well performed, but several very import­
ant parts of the programme yet remain 
to be carried out, notable among which 
is the selection of the judges.
The local fairs will probably cling to 
the “prominent citizen” whose brother 
or uncle years ago owned a 2.40 trotter, 
and he himself has attended a few trot­
ting meetings, probably several. He 
may not be read up on the rules, but that 
doesn’t amount to anything, there will 
not be any fine points to decide, and 
when they do come up and the judge’s 
stand shows its incapacity to successful­
ly cope with the matter the drivers howl, 
the crowd jeers and rails and the promi­
nent citizen almost wishes he had not 
been born, or at any rate that he was not 
born too late to judge races, the man­
agers eurse—with maledictions both loud 
and deep, the dear people go home dis­
gusted, saying they will “go farther” be 
fore they go there to see another race, 
and the association loses both reputation 
and coin by simply failing to judge of 
what the use of good sense would have 
told them viz., their own needs.
There is scarcely a trotting horse driv­
er in Maine but is a better judge of the 
way races should be decided than four- 
fifths of those who occupy the stand, 
and while they may fail to remonstrate, 
if the decision i -> made wrongfully in 
their favor, they know it all the same, 
and the weak point in the judge’s armor 
is the one which they assail at every op 
portunity.
The paid judge is the only one which 
should sit in judgment upon the heats as 
they are trotted, and he should have a 
reputation, one which he had made and 
which it is necessary for him to main­
tain. He should be of commanding 
presence to insure respect, he should 
have a voice that can be easily heard, be 
quick of perception and firm in his de­
cisions in order to command respect. He'
An Interesting Discussion of a Mooted 
Question.
should not threaten—threats are un­
necessary, and each driver is supposed to 
know the rules which govern the races 
in which lie is driving.
Ignorance of the law excuses no man. 
Select a judge that knows no one, that is, 
one that will give the same protection to 
the smaller stable which represents a 
few hundreds as to that of the million­
aire breeder.
Protracted scoring is an evil which 
should be avoided, as it is another cause 
of disgust to audiences that view the 
races. Long and continued scoring is 
usually done with an object, which ob­
ject the starting judge should be able to 
frustrate if he is up to the mark. He 
must also be able to determine if a horse 
is being pulled, and should stop this if 
the horse has a chance to win. The judge 
who takes down a driver and puts up an­
other who can win one heat with the 
horse, is not our ideal judge. Before a 
driver is removed from his sulky it should 
be made manifest that he is not trying 
to do as well as he could. A driver 
should not be forced to win a heat when 
his horse is not in condition to fight out 
the race by reason of being short of 
work, or from any other cause, at least 
that is our opinion.
Let your men occupying the stand be 
of this quality and you will have honest 
racing, and with honest racing and good 
judging you will please the people and 
secure their continued patronage, while 
without this you can scarcely avoid fail­
ure.
THE SCIENCE OF BREEDING
( Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)
It is a law of nature that the different 
species of the animal kingdom bring 
forth of their kind. The foal of the 
thoroughbred horse and mare is thor­
oughbred; the foal of the Morgan horse 
and Morgan mare is Morgan; of the Per­
cheron horse and Percheron mare it is 
Percheron, The calf from a Jersey sire 
and dam is Jersey; one from a Durham 
sire and dam, Durham, and from the 
Devon sire and dam, Devon. The lamb 
from a fine wooled sire and dam is a fine 
wooled one; from a coarse wooled sire 
and dam, a coarse wooled one. Stock 
thus bred is pure bred or thoroughbred 
stock, and when thus carefully bred and 
cared for how sure it is to show its breed­
ing in its looks. Sometimes the breeds | 
are crossed; a thoroughbred mare is bred 
to a Jack, a Morgan mare to a Percheron 
horse, a Jersey cow to a Durham bull, a 
fine wooled ewe to a coarse wooled ram, 
and so on. Stock so bred shows the 
characteristics of both sire and dam, and 
its looks show that it is not thorough­
bred.
It is believed that an outcross at times 
is of advantage, that it gives better bone, 
stronger constitution, and will cause it 
to be more sure to breed. The breeders 
of the different kinds of thoroughbred 
stock are very careful that their stock 
does not show any cross, however slight, 
of any other blood, and they in buying 
the ones they do are very careful that 
they have all the points of the best speci­
mens of the breed to which they belong.
There are times when certain stock is 
very high, as it was for awhile with the 
Atwood Merino sheep. This causes dis­
honest persons to try and palm off in­
ferior bred animals for pure bred ones.
It is claimed that there was twenty 
times the number of Atwood sheep sold 
that ever descended from the Humphrey 
ewe that Stephen Atwood started his 
Hock with. Many sheep were blacked 
and sold for full bloods.
It sometimes happens that the owner 
of a horse that is overrun with mares is
not honest, and some of the mares are 
bred to another horse on the sly. This 
has been done. If the horse they are 
bred to is one of the noted horse’s colts
and of the same color, it will be hard to 
detect the dishonesty in the looks of the 
foals.
It is now admitted that the breeding 
of the domestic animals require the 
greatest care and skill. That is a great 
science, and that much more study and 
care is given towards it than once. The 
time of the service of the sire is carefully 
recorded, so to know when the offspring 
will be due, and if the time that it come 
into the world is the right for the ser­
vice of the male, as a general rule there 
can be no doubt in regard to the sire.
It is presumed that when these dates 
correspond, that they in ninety-five times 
out of a hundred, show the true sire, 
and perhaps ninety-nine times in one 
hundred, some go so far as to claim they 
do in every instance.
There can be no general rule but what 
there will be exceptions at times, and of 
course there must be to the rule, as to the 
time of the service of the male, and the 
time of the birth of the offspring, though 
they do agree or correspond as to show­
ing the sire. .
This fact will be admitted by all ex­
perienced breeders, that the law of na­
ture, the higher law, or highest, that 
“like will beget like, or in the likeness 
of some ancestor,” must be in harmony 
with the dates. When it is not, though 
the dates are in harmony, it shows there 
is something wrong. When the looks of 
the offspring shows beyond all doubt 
that the reputed sire could not have 
been the sire, though the dates of the 
books show it, then will every one of 
experience in such matters say, “there 
has been some mistake some way, or 
somewhere; that according to the laws 
of nature, that it is impossible for the 
reputed sire to have been the sire.”
Let it be supposed that a Jersey cow is 
bred to a Jersey bull, but after and dur­
ing the same heat she is bred to a Dutch 
bull, and it was not known to her owner, 
the calf is dropped at the right time for 
the service of the Jersey bull, yet its 
looks show that it had a Dutch sire.
Again a Morgan mare is bred to a Mor­
gan horse, and in a day or two to a Per­
cheron horse; this is not known to the 
owner; the colt is foaled at the right 
time for the service of the Morgan horse, 
yet the looks of the colt show that it had 
a Percheron sire. This can be made a 
little stronger by supposing a mare soon 
after being bred to a horse is bred to a 
jack and she brings a mule foal, can 
there be any doubt as to what the sire 
was, though the looks show that it was 
a horse. Take it in the human family, a 
white wife presents her white husband a 
mulatto child, can she make anyone be­
lieve that her husband is the fat her- of 
the child, though he says he would not 
have thought of denying the parentage of 
the child if it had not been black.
Instances or cases like the ones that 
have been named, can and do sometimes 
happen, and they are brought up to show 
that the dates of the books showing the 
time of service, and the time of birth will 
not always show the true sire; that for 
them too, they must agree, harmonize 
with the laws of nature, “that like will 
beget like,” and when they do not they 
will be set aside for the higher law.
Experienced breeders admit this, that 
when a mare, cow or ewe is served by 
two mates during the same heat, the last 
one begets the offspring. This is shown 
by the looks of the offspring.
Thoroughbreds will not sometimes 
breed to their own kind; for instance, 
a Jersey cow failed and failed to breed 
to a Jersey bull, but bred at the first 
service from a Durham bull. A line 
wooled ewe was considered a non-breed­
er, but bred from the first service from a 
, coarse wooled ram. A colt or a young 
| horse is more sure to foal an old mare 
than an old horse.
A. W. T.
Robert Waite of Fairfield, who drove 
Van Ilelmont 2.19 1-2 two years ago, has 
t’ae stallion Black Beauty, by Heath- 
wood, son of Dictator Chief, and Gretch­
en in training. He was bred and is owned 
by Francis Hilton, Anson.
*
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EQUINE INTELLIGENCE.
The Stripped Face Mare That 
Never Forgot Her Master.
A TRUE STORY THAT PROVES THAT HORSES 
CAN AND DO REASON-
(Written for tlie Turf, Farm and Home.)
The first filly I can remember was a 
pretty little brown thing with a clean 
white face. When she shed her first hair 
she was black as a coal, and this made 
the long, well formed strip in her face 
look whiter than ever. The first thing 
we children thought of when we saw her 
was a name. 1 wanted to name her 
Kitty, an elder brother suggested Mary 
Jane, as an appropriate name in remem­
brance of a former love, and the girls all 
had girlish names for the new arrival. 
Father said nothing to our suggestions, 
and we all knew that sileneb meant his 
disapproval, but all our entreaties for her 
name were of none avail, until one morn­
ing at the breakfast table he began to 
tell us of Clara Barton, the brave young 
woman who just then was beginning her 
work at the head of the Red Cross Asso­
ciation among our soldiers on southern 
battlefields. He made no allusions to 
the nameless Idly, and the youngest of 
us did not know enough to associate the 
two, but my oldest sister touched my 
foot under the table and says: “The 
new colt is to be named ‘Clara Barton.’ ” 
Well, to make a long story short, that 
was just it. Father got us all thorough­
ly aroused and enthusiastic over the 
work Miss Barton was doing, and when 
he suggested that we honor the lady’s 
memory by naming such a beauty of a 
filly after her we one and all fell in with it 
most heartily.
Clara Barton was, as I now remember 
her, a perfect model of equine beauty, 
and she ought to be, for she had hand­
some parents. Her mother was a black 
mare that had been used hard but re­
tained her good looks notwithstanding. 
She was a line roadster but no trotter. 
Her father, however, combined good 
looks, royal blood, and trotting qualities, 
for he was none other than the handsome 
Black Hawk Plato. Mated with the black 
mare a trotter was expected, but in vain 
for Clara never was a trotter and never 
would have made one’ Before she was 
weaned my father used to fasten her to 
one of the thills and drive off all over the 
country. Her beauty attracted ail the 
small boys who, I am sorry to say, used 
to take great delight in teasing her just 
to see her kick her handsome case-knife 
legs at them. AHI this went on without 
my father’s knowledge of. course, and 
the first thing he knew our beautiful 
filly named for one of, the gentliest of 
her sex, was decidedly vicious in the 
stable.
When she was broken she showed no 
desire to kick in harness, but she made 
it up in the stable. At first she would 
only kick at strangers, and here is where 
her intelligence came in. Her likes and 
dislikes were as strong and clearly de­
fined as bi any human being ever lived. 
For instance, there were two young men 
who used to visit our house on Sunday 
evenings, when my two sisters were at 
home. As they lived some distance they 
used to drive and put their horses in the 
stable. Without any apparent cause 
Clara grew very fond of oneiOf them but 
hated the other as ardently, and when 
she saw him even pass bellin I her, away 
would go her heels, but if the other 
suitor came ever so near her all was 
serene.
She also knew, or thought she did, 
when it was safe to “monkey” with 
members of the family. She always was 
careful to see that we had no weapons 
with us before she would make any hos­
tile demonstration. She was not long
satisfied with kicking but soon acquired 
the habit of biting most viciously—but 
she never “took hold” if you had ever so 
small a stick or twig in your hand.
As she grew older she grew worse and 
father often warned us boys to keep our 
eye out for her.
I conceived the bright idea one day of 
hiding a good stout stick under my 
jacket and see what would happen. Well, 
something did happen and she never for­
got it. As I went into the sta 1 she 
“landed,” as the prize fighters say, right 
on the muscle of my left arm in the most 
fiendish manner, and I can feel her teeth 
there to this day. I was on the alert and 
before she could close her jaws out came 
that stick from beneath my homespun 
jacket. She was as quick to take in the 
situation as any human being could have 
been. I struck her a stinging blow with 
the stick, and as far as I am concerned 
she was conquered for life.
Ever afterwards she took no stock in 
, iny apparently helpless condition, and 
' never presumed upon it. As long as I 
remained at home she was as gentle as a 
lamb to me, and I never touched her 
again except in kindness.
Several years later I left home and was 
gone 18 months. On my return father 
asked a neighbor to drive Clara to the 
railroad station to meet me. The train 
was late and he put Clara into a stable 
to wait for the train. When it finally 
came no one could be found who 
dared take Clara from the stall. She 
had driven all before her from the pro­
prietor to the stable boy. The neighbor 
met me at the depot with the story and 
wanted to know how we could get her 
out. Then it occurred to me that I 
would see if she remembered me. I ap­
proached the stable and found a crowd 
had gathered to see^the wild horse. The 
gathering and their attentions to her had 
excited her to a terrible state and she was 
fairly frothing at the mouth with anger. 
Every man or boy who could not get a
i tit! , -------- x nnow tnat
f, ff a . soughtsafety on they never gave her any provocation tor
the hay loft, and when some one said 
that I was to take her from the stall the 
proprietor rushed to meet me and en- 
tieat me not to attempt such a rash act. 
I was then a slender youth and looked 
like anything but a horse trainer.
As I entered the door of the stable I 
called out, “Hello, Clara!” Quick as 
magic came a reply, “Hello, Ed. Glad 
to see you. Come and take me away from 
my tormentors.” So great was her joy to 
see me that she tried her best to turn 
around in her stall to greet me. Her 
demonstrations were so pronounced that 
the crowd thought she was trying to eat 
me up. Well, it did look some that way,
I am free to admit.
I stepped into her stall and she covered 
me with caresses. I slipped the halter 
from her and and she rushed out into the 
floor. I told her to stand there while I 
got the harness, and there she stood just 
as she used to. The crowd looked as 
though they were in a dream, and never 
one of them dared to come from cover 
until I had her securely fastened to the 
carriage. Then it was she showed her 
humanity. One smart chap who was 
very brave, all at once sailed up to her 
with the greatest whose-afraid style, 
when to his great surprise and to the de­
light of the crowd, Clara opened wide 
her mouth and jumped for him. Had I 
not restrained her promptly she certain­
ly would have caught him on the /shoul­
der with serious results.
As I drove her home that night she 
would frequently stop in the road and 
turning her head whinner to me I an­
swered her as all well bred people should 
do when they are addressed. When we 
got home I sat down in the stable with 
her and we talked over matters even be­
fore 1 went into the house to greet mv 
parents. We had a delightful time to­
gether while I was at home, and on my 
departure she missed me as much as any 
one cj>uld.
AV ell, I did not return to visit my old
home again for two years and then father 
had been obliged to part with Clara. She 
got so cross that it was feared she would 
do him some injury, and she was sold to 
a teamster and put to work on a farm in 
the summer and in the woods winters.
Perhaps you will not understand me 
when I tell you that on this visit I hoped 
not to see her for fear I should find her 
crippled or misused. As she had gone 
to a man who lived a good many miles 
away I did not expect to see her, and so 
was not disturbed about it.
One day my sister and I were out rid­
ing in the southern part of the town 
when we stopped before a store door for 
a moment, and I conversed in my usual 
loud tone with the proprietor within. 
The first thing that attracted my atten­
tion was the neighing of a horse on the 
opposite side and further down the 
street. I at once recognized Clara hitched 
with a mate to a load of lumber. I an­
swered her salutation when she started, 
hiagging her mate and the load, to meet 
me. She wore a leather muzzle which 
told its story, and just as she got near me 
her owner c;une running after his team, 
clX-*ng, “Look out for that black mare. 
She is as cross as a bear.” My answer was 
to take off her muzzle and toy with her as 
of yore. You ought to see the owner 
stare at me! He thought I was a horse 
trainer or a magician, but 1 never was 
either. Clara and I understood each 
other, that was all, and if every man who 
has anything to do with horses would 
only understand them as well as I under­
stood her there would be less trouble in 
the world.
But here is the strange part of this 
tiue story: I had perfect control o-ver 
hei as far as injury to me was concerned, 
but when it came to her actions towards 
others, even my father and brothers, I 
was powerless, unless she could see or 
hear me. I could not get the idea into 
her head that she ought to treat them as 
well as she did me, and yet I know that
her ill will.
Poor Clara Barton: under more favor­
able circumstances what a valuable mem­
ber of your race you would have been.
________ ________ M. P. E.
$100 Reward, $100.
The reader of this paper will be pleased 
to learn that there is at least one dreaded 
disease that science has been able to cure 
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh. 
Hall s Catarrh Cure is the only positive 
cure known to the medical fraternity. 
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, 
requires a constitutional treatment. 
Hah s C atarrh Cure is taken internally, 
acting directly on the blood and mucous 
surfaces of the system, thereby destroy­
ing the foundation of the disease, and 
giving the patient strength by building 
up the constitution and assisting nature 
in doing its work. The proprietors have 
so much faith in its curative powers, 
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for 
any case that it fails to cure. Send for 
list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo 
Ohio.
EEg^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
I he mare Maud R. 2.27, was recently 
burned with others of her stable at Bur­
lington, Vt. She was in foaFto Alcander 
2-20 1-2. Maud R. was a Maine bred 
mare by Canard, and out of a dam by 
Butcher Boy (The Brackett Horse) a 
sensational mare in Maine a few years 
ago. She went a public mile in 2.24, and 
made a record of 2.27, as given above.
Wliy Hoad’s Wins.
No other sasaparilla has equalled 
Hood’s in the relief of it gives in sever­
est cases of dyspepsia, sick headache, 
biliousness, etc.
Maine Keeley Cure, Deering, (Portland) 
Maine.
President Lincoln said: “You cannot 
fool the people a second .time.” They 
are too quick to recognize real merit or 
lack of it, and cling only to those things 
which they find to be what is claimed for 
them.
It is especial'y gratifying that the sale 
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla increases most 
rapidly in those sections where it is best 
known.
The inference is plain. Hood’s Sarsa­
parilla has proven that it possesses gen­
uine merit. It maintains a high stan­
dard, which others cannot even ap­
proach. It is the people’s favorite blood 
purffying and building up medicine, and 
is more popular this year than ever be­
fore. All this because Hood’s Cures.
SIGHTS AND SCENES.






Grand Panorama of the World, with 
Graphic Descriptions.
The romance of both traditional and 
written history and the exci ting incidents 
that have interlinked the evolution of 
1 periods in ages past all present an attrac­
tive picture to the student of modern 
times. The towering old castles that 
centuries ago overlooked the scenes of 
war, suffering and barbaric splendor, 
now standing as ruined memories of a 
crimson record, fill us with feelings of 
awe and fascination as we read or hear 
of them. The checkered career of royal 
personages who have occupied prominent 
positions, and the rise and fall of frm an 
rulers who, through ignorance or innate 
tryanny, have ruthlessly and abandoned- 
ly governed empires and prodigally wast­
ed the earnings of their subjects, all con­
tribute to the spice of historical writings 
that go to complete the story of a great 
world. Epochs in civil and war history; 
notable men and women who have striv­
en to better the condition of mankind; 
men of letters and philanthropists form 
the leavening link that breaks the con­
tinuous chain of desolation and depravity 
that otherwise would be banded down to 
posterity as an evidence of shameful dis­
sipation of tlie Dark Ages. Modern 
Europe brings ever a picture of refined 
art. Its magnificent architecture, pic­
turesque country places, poetical land­
marks, where genius lias been given birth 
and famous leaders spent their boyhood 
days, all form a texture which broadens 
into an almost endless tale of wit, humor 
and pathos. The Turf, Farm and Home 
has secured for the benefit of its readers 
a superb series of views, called “Sights 
and Scenes of the World.” The series 
embrace a collection of photographic 
views of all the noted and interesting 
points of the globe, and are attended 
with concisely written, bright descrip­
tions of each place, making in all an epi­
tomized pictorial history of the world. 
To those in search of knowledge we 
know of no means by which that know­
ledge may be obtained any cheaper or 
with any more comfort than by subscrib­
ing for the Turf, Farm and Home, and 
cutting out a coupon each week. One 
coupon, together with 10 cents, will se­
cure for you a part each week, the whole 
series comprising 20 parts of 10 photo­
graphic^ views each. These views are 
now ready at the counting room and will 
be delivered at once, or will be sent by 
mail.
TURF, FARM AND HOME.
PITTSFIELD POINTERS.
The Home of Early Bird—Col. W. G 




One who visits Pittsfield naturally 
wishes to see the great son of Ja/v^rd, 
the sultan of the equine court at ffilhorn 
Farm, Dr. T. N. Drake, proprietor. You 
will find Early Bird looking stout and 
lusty. The little game-cock shows his 
Breeding from the tip of his ear down 
to his toes, and the do or die quality is 
just as apparent; in fact, who ever saw a 
Jay Bird that wasn’t? his dam being a 
daughter of Harold, a mare that has 
thrown speed.
Jay Bird has had a trotting king and 
that horse is likely to prove a great sire 
of early speed in 1894.
The blood of Harold courses through 
the veins of an accredited king and queen 
of the trotting turf.
We saw several of the get of Early 
Bird and are ready to affirm that too 
much has not been said in their praise. 
They have the gamey appearance and 
almost invariably follow him in color and 
build. Early Bird will get trotters with 
a big T., mark that.
Bosphorus, by Sultan,'dam by George 
Wilkes, is a big fellow. They remark at 
Hathorn Farm that he can go a bit, too.
Mvrick, who drove Early Bird last sea­
son, was ready to affirm that he was the 
fastest one upon the place.
Pittsfield has been added to the list of 
geldings, and Tom D., his full brother, 
will be trained for speed the coming sea­
son, also Bosphorus and the mare Nose­
gay, bay mare by Gen. Washington.
Dr. Drake says put Early Bird down 
for a mark of 2.08 and Nosegay 2.15.
George Dustin is jogging the horses at 
Hathorn Farm, and they are looking in 
first-class shape and will be ready when 
the driver comes to take charge of them, 
no matter whom he may be.
We called at the stable of II. J. Brackett, 
owner of Harbinger, the game little son 
of Almont and a coming sire of trotting 
speed. Wherever you find a Harbinger 
you will find an appreciative owner. The 
Harbingers trot young, trot early and 
late, trot fast and can stay the route.
Mr. Brackett had out a two year old by 
Harbinger, dam’by Smuggler Gift, sire 
of that game race horse Free Irade 
2.25 1-4, He is an oddly marked fellow, 
a buckskin, which color he inherits from 
his dam. Mr. Brackett calls him a trot­
ter sure.
We next call at the stable of J. F. Con­
nor, a strong partisan of the Harbingers, 
and who has the stock to prove. He has 
bred several from a daughter of Whale­
bone Knox.
Diana, two years, 2.42, is the first one 
shown. She should go in 2.20 this sea­
son.
Jack Wyman 2.25 was put to the front 
last season by this stable, and although 
the mare showed up well she was not 
.driven for a mark. She will be given a 
record this season and retained as a brood 
mare. Has produced once to Bayard 
Wilkes 2.13 3-4, a good sized filly foaled 
date in ’92.
There is a chestnut, full brother to 
Diana, a good sized chap and with some 
;speed; also another brother to Diana, 
foal of 1893, a little lighter in color 
than the mare but with lots of stuff. A 
full sister to Diana at the stable has re­
cently been sold, and they call her an 
.elegant road mare. She has the style 
-and shape. Mr. II. B, Connor who drives 
afche horses, showed us around. He is a 
young driver who promises to do credit 
to Maine, a state which is noted for good 
-drivers, and those which are in the habit 
of riding in the front row.
No one visits Pittsfield without calling 
upon that astute and genial horseman, 
Col. Walter G. Morrill. The colonel is
well known as a former owner of Aroos- 
stook Boy, Surprise, Plumed Knight, St. 
Lawrence and others.
Col. Morrill owns and manages the 
Union Driving Park here, and had some 
great races in 1893. He hopes to have 
greater attractions in that line in 1894. 
The colonel thinks his track holds the 
half mile race record of Maine, 2.17 1-4, 
and we believe he is right. He is all out 
of trotters at present, but it is safe to say 
will have something to campaign when 
the season opens.
Any one who does not wish the trouble 
and care of managing their horses can 
have them in no better hands than those 
of the genial colonel.
He still has the stallion Action, a son 
of Onward 2.25 1-4, and out of Nubia, by 
Harold. Action is the sire of Berdan (4) 
2.30 1-2, could have gone a mile in 2-27 
had it been deemed best to mark him at 
that time. He has a full brother to Ber­
dan, a chestnut in color and bred by 
Charles B. Dore of Levant. He is a hand­
some colt and is called Sanup. It is need­
less to say he is a trotter that will trot 
for Mr. Dore breeds that kind, and has 
the brood mare necessary to the pur­
pose of breeding such.
We also saw Mr. Weymouth, owner of 
Prince Harbinger 2.32 1-2, out with a 
green pacer by Dictator Chief 2.21 1-2.
There are also some others which we 
in our haste did not have time to see and 
of which our correspondent will inform 
us.
We learn that Mr. Hunter, the young 
man who sold the gray gelding Ned H., 
by Harbinger, has a promising young 
mare by the same sire. Ned H. is now 
owned by A. W. Miller, Esq., of Middle- 
boro, Mass. Mr. Miller has driven a 
goodly number of fast ones, and he says 
that Ned II., is the fastest horse he has 
ever had and he has had such good ones 
as Maud Elenah 2.20 1-4, etc.
Her Condition Alarming.
Mrs. A. W. Davenport of Phillips, Me., 
writes to C. I. Hood & Co., proprietors 
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Lowell, Mass., as 
follows: “My weak and run down con­
dition was alarming indeed. After tak­
ing three bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
my appetite was much improved, I felt 
stronger and better every way, could sleep 
soundly all night and could do my house­
work without assistance.” Mrs. A. W. 
Davenport, Phillips, Me. If you have 
made up your mind to buy Hood s Sarsa­
parilla, do not be persuaded to take any 
other. Be sure to get Hood’s Sarsapa­
rilla which possessed peculiar curative
power. ____________
ONEIDA, N- Y-, NEWS-
Charles Bird has shipped a fine car­
load of horses here to be sold at auction 
and at private sale. The horses are fine 
road horses, and he reports that he has 
several finely bred horses purchased of 
C. J. Hamilton of Buffalo, at one of his 
stock farm sales.
Charles S. Green, one of Central New 
York’s well known horse trainers, re­
siding at New Hartford, was in town 
Saturday, calling on M. S. Miller of 
Oneida Castle.
Anthony T. Garvin recently purchased 
a fine bay horse at the auction sale by 
John C. Keefe, held at the Madison 
House recently.
Sleighing in this section has been very 
slim this winter so far. The roads are 
in fair condition but not good enough for 
fast driving.
The Rigby Park management promise 
some great events next season. As the 
track has support of men which promise 
nothing which they are not capable of 
fulfilling we may naturally expect sport 
in 1894, the like of which was never be­
fore seen in Maine. The purses will be 
large enough to warrant owners in ob­
taining fast records if necessary.
Hood’s Pills are purely vegetable.
TRACING PEDIGREES,
Difficulty in Doing the Work ^Uniformly
I wish to say to the readers of your 
paper that it is not safe to rely too much 
on color when you undertake to place a 
pedigree. Now I will give you a .few of 
the cases that have come under my obser­
vation in 1869. A gentleman from Cam- 
bridgeport had two mares to breed; one 
was a brown and the other a chestnut 
without marks. He brought the brown 
mare'to me to be bred to old Fearnaught.
I had her bred and she proved in foal, 
the chestnut he took to Young Morrill, 
and she got in foal. Now this gentleman 
had a small field with about two acres of 
land inclosed, and a large shade tree at 
one side. In that field he kept these two 
mares and two very fine Jersey cows 
with all the fine marks of the buff Jersey.
I used to drive by this place every week 
just after dinner, on my way to River­
side Park, and I would see these two 
Jersey cows and the two mares under 
this shade tree; the mares with their 
heads over the cows’ necks. They were 
there the entire summer. Now the result: 
Both of these mares foaled a Jersey 
colt in color; every stripe put on truer 
than any artist could paint it.
I Now I will give one more of more re­
cent date. The first year I bred bister 
Mix she ran in pasture with Maximilian 
. and chummed with him. Maximilian 
I had white legs and strip in face. Her 
filly, Blanche R. 2.28 1-2, was marked 
liked Maximilian, although the sire, 
Achilles is a fine bay and bister Mix is 
bay. She went over a year and was bred 
to Achilles, the same horse, and was 
driven on the road, bhe produced Mar­
chioness, a bay, the color of the horse. 
Then I bred her to Achilles again, and 
she went to pasture with Blanche R., 
and produced the next spring a filly with 
just the marks of tranche R.; think no 
one ever saw two marked so nearly alike.
I again bred her to Achilles, and she 
went to pasture with Perseverance, a 
black mare, and in the spring she foaled
a black stallion, the same jet black of
Perseverance, so you see there is but 
little reliability to be put in color with 
some mares.
My stock are all well and every day I 
mark them up a little to keep even.




A recent letter which the Turf has 
just received from J. A. Snow, manager 
of Island View Farm, Hazen’s Junction, 
N. II., states that on Jan. 9th, a very 
fine colt was foaled, sired by William Al­
bert, darn by Morgan Ranger. It was of 
good size and can run away on the trot. 
They have scraped a track on the ice 
and recently drove Nellie Wilkes, 
daughter of Bayard Wilkes 2.13 3-4, an 
eighth of a mile in 19 seconds. This 
mare is two years old and one of the 
most promising fillies on the farm.
If when you get ready to insert your 
stallion advertisement you find the field 
already occupied by those that have been 
advertising for weeks or months, blame 
no one hut yourself. The breeder who 
is soliciting patronage for his horse has 
no time to spare in getting his announce­
ment before the public. Look over this 
issue of the Turf and see what a begin­
ning the wide awake ones are making al­
ready.
We cannot say too often to our readers 
that it is wise policy for them, before 
purchasing any article of furniture, to 
send five two-cent stamps to Paine’s 
Furniture Co., 48 Canal street, Boston, 
and secure from them their 288-page 
General Catalogue, with over 300 illustra 
tions. It gives prices and full particu­
lars of all pieces of furniture.
EATING 
0P HOMES
"HEALTH,The Most Important 
'COMFORT, Constant ^Uniform. 
^ECONOMY in Use&Jaseof M^nagemenC
ARE WORTH—1 ™ INVESTIGATING-




That one tablespoonful of
GOMBAULT’S CAUSTIC BALSAM
It is therefore the cheapest (as well as safest ana 
best) external applicant-known for man or beast.
H. H. CHOATE, D. V. S.
Y E TEHI N A kIA ^,
(Graduate of the American Veterinary College 
University of the state of New York.)
TREATS ALL DOMISTIGATE3 ANIMALS.
Castration ol Ridgling 'and Ruptured 
Stallions a Specialty.





It is Convenient and Cozy witli Prices for 
„te Times.
K. W. UNDERWOOD, Prop.
GEORGE H. BAILEY 
D. V. S.
State Veterinary.
All diseases of domestic animals skillfulv at­
tended to. Castrations successfully performed 
and special attentionjjiven to Horses Teeth.
Post Office Address.
MORRILLS CORNER DEERING MAINE
WANTED.
Experienced agent to handle the King- 
bee of slot machines. Latest and best 
out. Weston Automatic Machine Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Feb 9 3t
Sights and Scenes z 
... of the World
Part 6. Number 6.
NUMBERS CHANGED EVFRY WEEK.
Cut this coupon out aud for­
ward it together with
FIVE TWO CENT POSTAGE STAMPS
To the Coupon Department.
Turf, Farm and Home*
Auburn Me..
and you will receive the elegant 
portfolio of photographs as adver­
tised. See our advertisement on 
another page.
CIJT THIS OUT,
TURF, FARM AND HOME. 7
PINE TREE “KNIGHTS.”
_A Series of Sketches with Portraits of
Maine’s Most Noted Drivers.
No. 2, Feank H. Beiggs.
The second paper of Pine Tree Knights
presents our readers with a portrait and 
sketch of Maine’s most prominent colt 
trainer, Mr. Frank H. Briggs, junior 
member of the firm of B. F. & F. H. 
Briggs, of that well known Auburn 
breeding establishment, Maple Grove 
Farm, a gentleman recognized through­
-out the country as- a practical horseman, 
and whose reputation has gone far out­
side our borders.
FEANK II. BEIGGS.
F. H. Briggs was born 1§57, Aug. 25. 
Tie graduated from the Auburn High 
-school in 1874, and at 21 years of age 
from Bates College. He soon entered 
business in the proper way, that is, he 
began at the beginning as a cutter at the 
bench, and later as a member of the shoe 
firm of Packard, Briggs & Co. Later 
v^as engaged in the manufacturing of 
shirts and overalls.
In the spring of 1886 he first began the 
handling of horses on account of ill health 
caused by confinement indoors and a too 
close attention to business, in which re­
spect his experience is similar to the 
well known and greatly respected horse­
man and road-rider Robert Bonner, the 
successful owner and driver George H. 
Ketchum, and others.
Relieving -mth the old Puritan leader, 
“If7^ou woulj/haye a thing well done, 
you*must do/fit yourself, John,” Mr. 
Biaggs beganio familiarize himself with 
»tln7details of^he business, and also made 
tJrt^Hrt of ti^kftjing a study. Ho had al­
ways driven horses to the road to some 
extent, and jfejf-eeding in a modest way 
had beei| atJMhnpted. The firm of B. F.
II. Briggs now dgvoted its entire 
tfiUe and attdjhtion to tlje breeding of 
fine liorsesy^
,Ht was/auring ■ 
worked liis/^’st horse 
i^ew to spo^R develop 
4ffie bay fo^ yeai’ old P1 
Ti
ar that Mr. B. 
gularly with a 
nt, which was 
sto, by Prescott. 
(| showed miles 
37 3-4 seconds.
He impr^wl steadily 
about 2.40, quarter
The same season Messengei Wilkes, now 
the Maple Grove premier, was worked 
about four weeks and showed a quarter 
in 371-2 seconds and got a record of 
2.42 1-2.
In 1887 Messenger Wilkes did a large 
amount of service in the stud and so 
received little training. A few colts were 
broken, but no especial effort was made 
to bring out speed.
• The colts and horses received regular 
and constant work during the early part 
of 1888, and the results show that the 
work was done properly and with judg­
ment, Palm given personal preparation by 
Mr B. for several stakes reduced 
the half mile state yearling record 18 1-2 
seconds, leaving it at 1.29 1-2, and the 
New England record from 3.18 to 3.12 1-2. 
It was this year that Messenger Wilkes, 
2.23 was placed in the charmed circle, 
2.29 3-4. The most notable achievment
Yearling Records.
(Best in Maine when made.)
Palm, 1-2 mile, 1.29 1-2, mile, 3.12 1-2 
Granieta, 1-2 mile, 1.30 1-2, mile, 3.06 i~2 
Grenadier, 1-2 mile, 1 28 3-4, mile 2.48 1-4 









as well as the one showing Mr. Briggs’ 
skill as a trainer occurred when he.took 
The Seer the latter part of June, a brok- 
e n gaited colt, unbalanced without any 
known speed, and in September gave 
him a three year old mark of 2.29.
In 1889 another yearling winner was 
brought out in the filly Granieta, by 
Rockefeller; a Maple Grove sire which 
took a record of 3.06 1-2, and Ben V., 
full brother to Messenger Wilkes, took a 
three year old record of 2.42 1-2. Palm 
the yearling winner, took a record of 
2.33, as a two year old, which has never 
been beaten over a Maine track.
The year 1890 found the number of 
horses to be trained so greatly increased 
that one trainer and driver could not do 
the work. A too close application to the 
work brought on nervous prostration, 
not before, however, he had won a race 
or two with the two year old Granieta, 
and had with Palm won a large stake at 
Mystic, and marked him in 2.28 1-4, as a 
three year old.
In 1891 Mr. Briggs, warned by the ex­
perience of the previous years, undertook 
but little work. He, however, trained 
another yearling, Grenadier, and Maple 
Grove again carried the banner of the 
champion New England yearling, 2.48 1-4, 
and also reduced the mark of Messenger 
Wilkes to 2.23.
Charley Dustin, who worked at Maple 
Grove, put Ben V. in the list and gave 
Granieta a three year old mark of
2.42 1-2. <
In 1892 Mr. E. C. Chute drove most of 
the Mapl e Grove horses, Mr. B. paying a 
great deal of attention to the care and 
conditioning of the youngsters. He also 
drove Grenadier to a 2.40 record as a two 
year old, while Chute drove Granieta (4) 
in 2.25 1-2 race record, and Gene Briggs 
(4) in 2.28.
In 1893 all the training and driving 
was done by Mr. Briggs, and the stable 
had no more successful season. Sadie 
L., full sister to Nelson 2.09, a ten year 
old mare which had been for several 
years among the Maple Grove matrons, 
won several races and incidentally a 2.30 
mark, showing her ability to trot in 2.20 
or better. Grenadier showed himself the 
best Maine xhree year old ever cam­
paigned in Maine, trotting to a record of 
2.28, and Gene Briggs’ record was re­
duced to 2.26 1-4, and Rockefeller was 
given a mark of 2.29 1-2.
Mr. Briggs is of slight form, mind pre- 
d ominating over matter. He is cool and 
collected whether driving in a race or 
for a flight against the watch, rates his 
horses well, does not lose his head if 
they make a mistake at a critical mo­
ment. Taken altogether we have seen 
few who can drive a colt so many miles 
and keep him pleasant and ready to go 
out and trot at any time as the junior 
owner of Maple Grove.
Mr. Briggs is also an easy, pleasing 
and graceful writer, is one of the vice 
presidents of the New England Breeders’ 
Association from Maine, and is now con­
nected with the Ara Cushman Shoe Co 
While this means a partial retirement 
from the active part of the training busi- 
I ness the Maple Grove Farm colts will 
still trot. We give below the records for 
Maple Grove trotters and other horses 
given their records byF. H. Briggs:
2.30 Records.
Messenger Wilkes 2.23
The Seer (3) 2.29
Palm (3) 2.28 1 4
Grenadier (3) 2.28
Gene Briggs 2.26 1-4
Rockefeller 2.29 1-2
Sadie L. 2.30
BRED IN THE PURPLE,
Some of the Good Ones “Dirigo has 
Found.
Among the many good colts to be 
found at North Anson, is the three year I 
old stallion Croix Wilkes, foaled in 1891. 
He is a handsome bay, stands 15-3 hands, 
weighs 1000 pounds, and was bred by 
Thomas T. Abbott, North Anson. His 
sire is St. Croix 2.21 1-4, and his dam is 
Lady Dore, a noted road mare by Spike- 
tail, son of Morrill Champion. This is a 
very promising colt and will be trained 
the coming season. He is owned by I 
Spearin Bros.
Webster Williams, the owner of St. 
Croix, also has some very promising 
colts. He has a yearling filly called 
Lizzie Wilkes, sired by St. Croix 2.21 1-4, 
dam by Black Monitor. She is of good 
size, color a seal brown, and is a very 
finely modeled one; also has a bay filly 
six months old by St. Croix, dam by Fred 
Boone; second dam by son of Gilbreth 
Knox; third dam by old Bismark. This 
mare is a perfect little beauty and can 
mock a trotter now. Mr. Williams also 
has a pair of geldings coming four and 
five, that he has for sale. They stand 
15-3 hands, color bay, with two white 
feet behind, and stripe in face. They 
can show a 2.50 clip double, and one can 
show a 2.35 clip single. The five year 
old is by Splitwood, and the other by 
Red Hawk. They are a splendid pair and 
will be sold at a reasonable price.
During my recent visit in Belfast I 
made a call at the stable of Mudgett 
Brothers, situated on Northport avenue, 
about one mile from the post office. 
These gentlemen carry on an extensive 
business as stone cutters, but have long 
taken a great interest in good horses. I 
expected to see some good stock here 
and did not come away disappointed.
The first one to be led out for inspec­
tion was their six year old stallion 
Phillips. He is a handsome and strongly 
made horse, seal brown in color, stands 
15-3 hands high and weighs 1065 pounds. 
He was sired by Alcyone; first dam by 
Gen. Withers, and second by Volunteer. 
This is not only a well bred horse but is 
proving himself to be a sire of more than 
ordinary ability. They have two year­
lings by this horse, a stallion and a filly 
that are a pair of beauties, and for size, 
style and general make up would be 
hard to duplicate. They are so evenly 
matched as to color, size, etc., that they 
resemble two peas in a pod.
Next comes Frank Wilkes, a three year 
old by Phillips, dam by Dr. Franklin; sec­
ond dam by Winthrop Morrill. This colt 
is almost an exact counterpart of his 
sire and is of same color, size and weight. 
He is also a very fine gaited and speedy 
one, and will be started during the sea­
son.
Next comes the old campaigner Thack- 
ambau, race record 2.35. Although this 
horse is now 17 years old he does not 
show to be half of that, and with the ex­
ception of being a little sprung forward 
is as sound as a bullet. This horse was 
sired by Gideon 145, and dam by Dirigo 
2.29; second dam by Sherman Black 
Hawk. This horse has sired a class of 
fine gentlemen’s drivers possessing great 
road qualities and lots of speed.
Next comes Proctor Knott, seven year 
old gelding by Thackambau* dam by son 
of Gen. Knox. This horse stands 16 
hands and weighs 1200 pounds. He 
started in one race last season and got a 
mark of 2.48.
Then comes Maud Pitcher, a handsome 
six year old mare by Thackambau, dam 
by Dirigo 2.29. This mare has a race 
record of 2.41, and will be started the 
coming season.
Next comes Niciva, a full brother to 
Maud Pitcher. He is also a handsome and 
■ stylish animal, and has a race record of 
j 2.33, and it will not be surprising if at
the end of another season we see the last 
two described in the Maine 2.30 list.
My next visit was at Birch Grove Farm, 
H. E. Haley, proprietor. Mr. Haley has 
lately met with a great misfortune in 
the loss of his stallion Day Dawn. This 
horse was got by Judge Advocate, son 
of Messenger Duroc, and his dam was by 
Winthrop Morrill; second dam by Young 
Fearnaught. He was a bay stallion, 
stood 16 hands and weighed 1160 pounds. 
He was a horse of great natural speed, 
and his colts are all of good size, stylish, 
and show a fast and natural trotting 
gait. He was taken sick very suddenly 
in the night• with colic, and notwith­
standing every thing possible was done 
to relieve him, he died in about three 
hours. It is an old saying that misfor­
tune never comes single, and this seems 
to apply to Mr. Haley's case, for during 
the night of the last heavy rain his barn 
roof broke in by the e xtra weight of 
snow and water, but fortunately the scaf­
fold received the debris and no injury 
was done to colts that were under them.
Mr. Haley is wintering some 20 odd 
head. At the head of the stud stands 
Constellation 2.40, sire of Glenarm 
2.23 1-2;Illusion, pacer, 2.24 1-4; Patrol, 
pacer, 2.14 1-4; Independence 2.30; Junior 
p, 2.27 1-2, etc .This horse is by Almont 
and was one of the first to be brought 
into Maine from Kentucky. A further 
description is not required here as he is 
well known by all horsemen. The old 
horse is now 20 years old and is in good 
condition and frisky as a kitten.
Next on the catalogue comes Abbott, 
a bay stallion foaled in 1869, and bred by 
Col. H. S. Russell. He stands 16 1-2 
hands and weighs 1200 pounds. This is a 
very finely bred horse and it is claimed 
that he has trotted a half in 1.10. He is 
a very styl ish horse of good proportions 
and is the sire of some very fast colts. 
He was sired by Tattler 2.26, by Pilot 
Jr., the sire of the dams of Maud S. 
2.08 3-4, Jay-Eye-See 2.10, Nutwood- 
2.18 3-4, and others, and Abbott’s dam 
was Norfolk Belle, the dam of Smuggler’s 
Daughter 2.25, by Mambrino Chief.
Next comes Game Bird, bred by W. L. 
Simmons of Lexington, Ky., sired by Jay 
Bird, sire of Allerton 2.09 1-4, Early Bird 
2.15 3-4, Jay Hawker 2.14 3-4, and others; 
first dam Danish Girl, by Honest Allen. 
This horse has never been handled for 
speed but is good gaited and can show a 
very fast clip.
Next comes Lancing, a five year old 
bay stallion by the great Electioneer, 
dam Macbeth, dam of (Lakewood Prince 
2.13 1-2) by Woodford Mambrino; second 
dam by Imported Glencoe. This is a 
very richly bred young horse and should 
prove a great horse in the stud.
Next comes Tidemark, a bay stallion 
bred in Kentucky, foaled 1889. He stands 
about .16 hands, weighs 1100 pounds. He 
is a handsome and speedy one, sired by 
Victor Von Bismark, son of Rysdyk’s 
Hambletonion, dam by Twilight, by 
Rysdyk’s Ilambletonian. This horse 
will be trained the coming season and 
bids fair to be fast. He has a two year 
old record of 2.42, last half in 1.18, with 
1 only eight weeks’ fitting.
| Next comes Pleiades, bay stallion 
foaled 1887, and bred by Mr. Haley. He 
is a son of Constellation, out of a dam by 
Emperor William 2.27 1-2, son of Gen. 
Knox. He stands 15-3, weighs 1000 
pounds and is a good gaited and stylish 
horse; will be trained the coming sea­
son.
Mr. Haley - also has three colts of re­
cent purchase that are very highly bred 
and promising. The first is King Bird, 
a two year old stallion by Eagle Bird 
2.20 1-4, at four years; dam by the King, 
son of George Wilkes. This colt is an 
inbred Wilkes, of large size, and is a 
trotter.
Next is Billy Bird, by Game Bird, son 
of Jay Bird, dam by George Wilkes Jr.
The last is a yearlingfilly, by Pistacho, 
full brother to Nutwood 2.18 3-4, dam
8 TURF, FARM AND HOME.
Lena Rivers, by old Dictator. These 
three colts are bred in the purple and 
are very promising ones individually.
Birch Grove Farm is situated in West 
Winterport, one and one-quarter miles 
from Monroe village. The post office ad­
dress is Monroe, and a catalogue of this 
stock and any other information will be 
cheerfully furnished by the proprietor, 
H. E. Haley, Monroe, Me.
Dikigo.
PORTLAND HAPPENINGS,
This has been a dull week, sleighing 
not good enough for much speeding; too 
much snow and still coming.
E. E. Cross has bought the white geld­
ing King Clifton, with a mark of 2.22, 
and expects him to beat .20 this season.
Something has been done; it happened 
Saturday. $15,000 is to be the amount 
for purses, stakes and premiums for a 
genuine “boss” fair to be held at Rigby 
Park, commencing August 21, for five 
days. Wouldn't it be strange if the lower­
ing of the world’s record, trotting or pac­
ing should happen right down here 
amongst us? Stranger things than that 
have happened, and we would have to 
forget prohibition for once if Rigby Park 
should be the spot.
Pleased to see the cut of your new 
press, and may you keep it busy at good 
profit to yourselves.
All the horsemen seemed pleased at 
the programme laid out by the directors 
of Rigby Park, and hope it will prove to 
suit your readers down that way, and 
while nol wishing to be selfish would be 
pleased if a good part of that $15,000 
should stay right here in Maine. Maine 
has the reputation of sending some 
things up to the Hub, and almost placing 
them in the position to wear their linen 
dusters in December; might mention 
Bayard Wilkes, Malilon and Gypsey M.
Breeders and horsemen of the state 
have them in shape to fight for the 




The horse trot at Thurston’s meadow 
was postponed on account of the wind 
blowing so hard. Quite a lot gathered 
at the meadow to see the fun but re­
turned home without witnessing it.
The directors of the Hancock Agricul­
tural Society have got the time set for 
the races this coming summer. The first 
race will be June 12th, next, July 4th, 
August 10th, and at the town and county 
fair some time in September.
We are getting some pretty good horses 
around now. Walter Creamer and Elery 
Varnum of Penobscot have just pur­
chased trotters, they say.
Creamer beat the Kane mare easy on 
the ice the other day. It takes quite a 
trotter to do that.
J. E. Bunker, Jr., has taken the doc­
tor's three year old pacer George Robert 
to Bar Harbor for a couple of weeks. He 
is quite a speedy colt and a stylish one.
Anon.
Self Praise.
Self praise is no recommendation, but 
there are times when one must permit n 
person to tell the truth about himself. 
When what he says is supported by the 
testimony of others no reasonable man 
will doubt his word. Now, to say that 
Allcock’s Porous Plasters are the 
only genuine and reliable porous plasters 
made is not self praise in the slightest 
degree. They have stood the test for 
over thirty years, and in proof of their 
merits it is only necessary to call atten­
tion to the cures they have effected and 
to the voluntary testimonials of those 
who have used them.
Beware of imitations, and do not be 
deceived by misrepresentation. Ask for 
Allcock’s, and let no solicitation or ex­
planation induce you to accept a substi­
tute.






The Trustees of the old and reliable 
Franklin County Agricultural Society 
met on Saturday, Feb. 3rd and arranged 
the following purses:
No. 1. Four year olds within limits of
Society,






The track is under the National Asso­
ciation rules. The $500 purse is double 
the amount ever offered by the Society 
in a single purse and should get a good 
number of starters.
The meeting occurs the last of Sept.
I we believe just one week previous to that 
of the New England Breeders.
Ask Your Friends!
Who have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
what they think of it, and the replies 
• will be positive in its favor. Simply 
j what Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that tells 
; the story of its merit. One has been 
I cured of indigestion or dyspepsia, . an­
other finds its indispensable for sick 
■ headache or biliousness, while others re­
port remarkable cures of scrofula, ca­
tarrh, rheumatism, salt rheum, etc.










Gideon Chief is a dark bay horse standing 15-3 hands, weight 1,100 lbs.jSired 
by Gideon 145, the sire of Gretchen dam of Nelson 2.00 also tlie sire of Ezra L. 
2.21 1-4, Boston Girl 2.25 1-4, Bay 2.27 1-2. Dam by Carrabassett, trial 2.10 1-4 at. 
Fleetwood, second dam a throughbred from Kentucky. His dam is also the dam of 
Cylex 2.26 1-4 by Nelson. The get of this horse are of good size, style and color, and 
have speed. He is the sire of Likewise 2.23 1-4 as a four year old last season, and 
Hilltop who lapped out a horse in 2.38 also a four year old. Gideon Chief will 
make the season at his owner’s stable So. Norridgewock at $10 cash at time of ser­
vice with return privilege. For further particulars address his owner
DR. J. B. TWADDLE SOUTH NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.
Jqiy 2595
Popular Stallions at Low Service Fees for 1894
BOOKS NOW OPEN.
Currier & Nelson sold recently to Dr. 
F. S. Hamlet the chestnut mare Alberta, 
by Albrino 3052, dam Mollie Morrill, by 
Winthrop Morrill, a fast road mare; also 
sold to James Carter the brown mare 
Mattie Rolfe, by Brown Rolfe, dam by 




“ Many times I wished I 
was dead before I took Lydia 
E. Pinkham s Vegetable Com­
pound.
“ I was discouraged, broken­
hearted. I was 
so ill with fe­
male trouble I 
could not walk 
or stand, and 
had to be as­
sisted to my 
feet when aris- 
i n g from a 
chair. My head
back ached, but 








THE ONLY NEW ENGLAND BRED STALLION HAVING A DAM. 
AND GRANDDAM THE DAMS OF 2.20 PERFORMERS.
Sire of Waveland, p, 4 Years 2.26 1-4,
His first get, holder of Canton, Me., half-mile track record, less than three 
|! weeks’ handling
WESTLAND is a rich seal brown; foaled 1885 at Sunnyside; 15-3 hands; weight 1100.
SON OF COL. WEST, 4208.
Dam KNOX GIRL pole, Medora, 2.20 1-2 Westland
Second dam GRETCHEN (dam of Nelson, 2. >9, put 15 in the list in ’93, E Ina On o pi 
Owen, 2.26, Daisy Rolfe, 2.20 1-4, Sadie L., 2.30 by Giueox. 1 h bJSie
Third dam KATE, by Vermont Black Hawk 5. Fourth dam bv Cock of the On™
Fifth dam by Sir Walter. * h^xwlk.
WESTLAND’S first and second dams are members of the great brood mare list The first- 
dam of his sire, first and second dams of his grandsire, also the dam of tne horse that sired "his 
grandam, and the dam of the horse that sired the dam of his sire are also in the same e-rear list 
giving WESTLAND seven of the great producing dams. On all sides and in every line the hlnk inf 
WESTLAND 4650 is that of race-horse sires and race-horse producing dams. A combination of* 
producing dams and producing sires for generations necessarily makes WESTLAND one of the 
greatest sires of the age. The get of WESTLAND are all large', stylish and handsome sound -ind the making of race horses of the highest order. e’ soun(l- and
LOW FEE OF $40 TO INSURE,
'1.....
TRIAL ..
. . 2.20. 4208
SPEED, BEAUTY rtVD BREEDIN3 C0M3INED.
The handsomest and one of the best bred stallions in New England. 
1100; bred by Col. It. West, Lexington, Ky. Son of the great
Black; 16 hands; weight
crowding-dpwn feeling in 
abdomen.
“^A friend told me of the 
Vegetable Compound; her 
faith won mine, and now J am 
well. Oh! how can 1 return 
thanks to Mrs. Pinkham 1 
“ Every woman troubled with 
uterus or womb troubles can 
be cured, for it cured me, and 
will them.”— Mrs. Kerhaugh 
Juniata St., Nicetown, Pa.
All druggists sell it. Address in confidence, 
Lydis E. Pinkham Med Co., Lynn, Maak 
12-rer Pills, 2£> cents.
EGBERT 1136.
Sire of 65 with records from 2.11 3-4 to 2.33,11 in the 2.20 list.
„ Gam °t'Jaco, 2.29, a member of the great brood mare list), b-
MAMBR1NO1ATCHEN58, the greatest brood mare sire, his daughter having produced 105 in thi 
list, including Ralph Wilkes, 2 years, 2.18. Second dam MISS SEA VEV (dam of Miss Patchen, thi 
dam of Miss Egbert, 4 yrs., 2.29 3-4), by Dblsioxico 110, sire of the dam of Sultan, 2.24, sire of Stam 
boul, 2.07 1-2. Third dam SEAVEV MARE, by Austerlitz (thoroughbred).
1 W®8Tis a model of the perfect horse, and possesses the golden cross—Hambletoniai
and Mambrnio Patchen. At the small free of
«$2O to Warrant.i
4 Years 2.261-4
,71Cobbler COMPLETE SHOE AND 4 
HARNESS j 
KIT 4
S L'~v for Lome re-j
Mm [0
/—\ l';1 ices, ri’bbtr boots! 
V-'i ill's 1,15,1 coots, J pW G Ifcr.i ness.- ire 1 
iJJ k-.fi fences, filing] 







’■.nd • :'«•<>( tyls Xo. 1. os fhown in c-t 23!
.artic.es, weight boxnd.SKllhs. 33.00. No. 2 boxed. 17 lbs.^ 
^82 00. ir. igiit or express. No roods scntC.O.P A-, 
'g-rnts w tilted. C.daJtogr, i free, in order give It R.J 
>cr eipre a station:unl n-tnie of th’s paper. 4
■ 2LVJ2N CO , Moline, III. <
Do you cut yonr coupons?
Rich dark qay: foaled 1889 son of WESTLAND, 2.29 3-4. Dam LADY VOLIfNTFWR 
by VOLUNTEER. Second dam LADV UPTON, by Phil Sheripax, 2.261-2. " *
. . . $20 by Season. . . #
One-half railroad fare from any point in New England deducted from service fees on mares 
proving in foals bred to Westland or Col. West.
WESTLAND AND WAVELAND AT
HART FARM? Deering, Maine.
3 1-2 Miles from Portland.
Railroad Stations WESTBROOK JUNCTION or PORTLAND.
COL, WEST AT BARRETT BROS,, FAIR VIEW FARM, WEST SUMMER MAINE.
Railroad Station EAST Sl'MMEfi.
Will breed a few well-bred mares on shares. Brood mares in foal to Westland and Col. West. 
Colts, fillies and genilemen’s roadsters by them for sale at all times.
Horses kept by the week, month or year at reasonable rates.
For further information address
J. F. BARRETT, Deering Me.
OR BARRETT BROS, West Summer. Me.
TURF, FARM
BIBiailBISBBEBSeSIBBBISei aBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBlB
(Hickory Grove Farm, home 
of Jay-Eye-fc>ee) Racine, Wis., says: “After trying 
every known remedy, I removed a large Bunch 
•A?X? years standing, from a 3 year old filly, | with three applications of • <
It is the best preparation I have ever used or heard 
ol. I heartily recommend it to ail Horsemen.”
IVe have hundreds of such test imonials.
Price, 91.50 per bottle. Ask your druggist for it. If he 
_ . _does not keep it, send us 25c. stamps or silver, for trial box.
ruADEMAEK. A W. B. EDUY & co., Whitehall, N. V.
^^H*BH,eeBaaSEa“‘a,BHB,BaS8Ea8l,BBBBEiaSBallsissssl,BBE8BEaSfiBBaEDBB








.... I.h®day Liofore Col. James Fisk was shot, he, together with Jav Gould avis 
ini1.'118./11116 p:.datial Erie offices, where the former had been lookin'^ over some 
nterest accounts, so the story goes; presently he shouted, “ Gould! Gould!”
u A\ ell, what: says Gould, stroking his jetty whiskers.
I want to know how you go to work to figure this interest so that it 
amounts to more than the principal,” said the colonel. interest so that it
Jt is presumed that Gould easily and satisfactorily explained the matter. 
Ihe fact is that it is not an uncommon thing for the interest to greatly exceed the
principal involved.
A VERY STRIKING EXAMPLE
And one which will serve to clearly demonstrate this fact, is the great interest 
taken in that superb collection of photographic views entitled “Siffllts and Seenes 
Of the World,” which we are now offering our readers. It costs only five two cent 
postage stamps and one coupon cut from this paper, to secure any one part, con­
taining 1G views of famous and interesting scenes in all parts of the world and if 
that is not a case where the interest greatly exceeds the principal involved ’then we 
cannot imagine one that could be so construed,
It practically represents
I TRIP AROUND THE WORLD FOR TEN GENI5.
Looks like being a wonderfully good thing, don't it?
RIVERSIDE FARM.
SEASON OF . / .gw
• • 1 ?YA-n nKO1’ JfIr'KES 4!)78’ Bay llorse foaled !88G stands nearly 10 hands 
weight 10,i0 lbs. Sire Messenger Wilkes 2.ARby Red Wilkes son of Geo. Wilkes’ 
wi‘S idiam 1G " intll,r<)P Morrill by Young Morrill. Second dam by
tffiYl ^t°nf f m Y iyi-T°r kn<iX; ^h.kes a horse of fine finish with
the best of feet and limbs and lots of natural speed, he has a race record of 2.45 and 
if placed m hand of comptent driver would trot below 2.30. His colts are all of 
good size and finely gaited and when matured and trained will trot fast. Will make 
the season at my stable in East Brunswick at $20 to warrantALBRAZIA 7066I’fif* vpti.r nfil ronnvil 9 9/1 A i   , ..Three year old, record 2.24, sire Absolute, record 2 30 
Dictator Sire of Jay Eye See 2.0G 1-4. Phallas 2 13 3-4’
the stallion king Directum 2.05 1-4 &c. First dam Bessie Willkes bv 
Red A ilkes by Geo Wilkes. Second dam Carrie T. by Almont. Adbrazia is - 
black horse foaled 1887 is of good size and is not only royal bred but is indivduallv 
as good as Ins breeding warrants. Terms $35 to Warrant. Mares taken to and 
from cars free of charge, and boarded at reasonable rates. For further ni t
culars address, 1 11
son of 
Director
C. F. PETERSON, BATH ME
“BREED TO SPEED’’
2 312 31 , MERRILL.. . Chl.0,°!; !'llstu?t ’"“’ of Nelson 2.m, Chestnut stallion with Star 18 hands 
hi^wcgWHOO hAfoatal 889. Siro Nelson 2.00 with 15 in the list in 1803 
Firstdam Tinsmith Maid by Watchmaker 2.21 1-4. Trial 2.22 1-2 sire of Jeweller 
2 28, Hannoun 2.28 3-4 Young Watchmaker 2.30. Second dam by WinZhrep 
Morrill by Young Morrill MEitim.r ,s a very strong made and handsome horse of 
excellent disposition and has always been phenomenely fast. As a yearling he won 
l„s race at Bangor get,,,g a mark ot 1.23 1-4, last quarter in 40 seconds. Ile’got his 
record of 2.31 at Mystic as a three year old last half in 1.14. At Rigby Park last 
season lie started in a field of old campaigners with a green driver lie was in 
ninth position first heat ami finished a close second. Was timed seperately in this 
heat m 2,lo 3-4 and in record heat in 2.17. All heats in this race was below 2 20 and 
Mekiuel was the most dangerous competitor in the field. He will be with'drawn 
from the stud July 1st and it is confidently expected that he will «-et a mark of 
2.15 or better before the close of the season. I have decided to place this grand 
young horse within the reach of all. He will make the season of 1894 at $35 bv tlie 
season $50 to warrant, payable at time of first service, by cash or satisfactory note I 
Mares taken to and from trains free of cost and boarded at low rates. For further
particulars address,
T. F- MERRILL Damariscotta, Maine.
Why will people persist in writing ar­
ticles only calculated to make others 
unhappy ? is a question I ask myself 
every time I am beguiled by a promising 
heading into reading one of the above- 
mentioned articles. Often I pick up a 
paper and read some encouraging letter on 
our every-day life, and I feel as if I had 
a visit with a dear friend and for days 
afterwards I look at life from upper- 
story windows then perhaps my eyes will 
chance to fall 011 another sort of article 
that sends me clear down cellar to look 
at life through iron gates.At such times, 
my husband is a villian of the deepest 
dye,my children are nothing but torm­
ents, and I am the most “oppressepest, 
distressedest, down-troddenest” woman 
on earth until the effect of that blast 
blows over, and my mental horizon is 
cloudless once more.
Not long ago I read an article sympath­
izing with farmers’ wives on their care- 
burdened, over-worked lives, to such 
a degree that it almost gave me the 
lockjaw, and in a perfect spasm of indi­
gnation, I wanted to write something 
perfectly annihilating in reply, but for- 
tuneately for the writer of the obnoxious 
article some of that dreadful farm work 
kept me too busily engaged to find time 
for writing, and the keen edge of my 
wrath had a chauce to become a little 
dulled. Really, what is there about 
farm life that is so injurious to a woman 
possessed with reason and common 
sense? She does not work any harder 
than if she were in one of many other 
kinds of business and conscientiously 
striving to be a helpmate instead of a 
hindrence to her husband. Did she marry 
simply to have a comfortable home and 
a life of ease, while he toils early and
late in the struggle for the means to
keep that home and her children comfor­
tably provided for? The hard work on 
farms is generally for a few weeks at a 
time, and there are very few women who 
cannot get a girl at least for a short time, 
or who have no sister or other relative 
of their own, who will freely come and 
help them on hurried occasions; but in 
most families there are daughters or 
sons wlio can make themselves useful, if 
they have been rightly taught, and so be 
a benefit to themselves as well as their 
mothei s.
Of all the girls on earth give me a far­
mer’s daughter. At home in either parlor 
or kitchen, who has learned “mother’s 
way” of cooking, and takes pride ther­
ein, who can saddle a horse or harness 
ento a carriage as quickly as her father 
or brothers, who can play on a piano and 
sing as sweetly as any city belle, and who 
thoroughly understands all the mysteries 
of housekeeping, and who lias bothvtime 
and opportunity to read and improve her­
self in any way she chooses. This is the 
sort of a girl I should choose if I were a 
young man in search of a wife, farm life or 
not. There is a peace on a farm that can­
not be found elsewhere. One is not al­
ways intruded upon by some caller, who 
is always going in “just a minute,” but 
who never starts, and one has a chance to 
do her work when it should be done 
which is half the battle.
There is great variety in the work on 
a farm, and that is another feature in 
its favor. „ Every season changes the 
work materially. There is no occupation 
but what has more or less care connected 
with it, and housekeeping in the city, 
however wealthy they may be who are 
engaged in it, or how much help they 
may have, is only vanity and vexation of 
spirit, by the side of which the cares of 
the farmer’s wife pale into insignificance.
Even in the harvest, or other busy 
season, a farmer’s wife has as much time 
for rest as any class of women who 
work at all. Whai have they to do of 
afternoons, a great part of the time, ex­
cept sew, read’ write, take a ride, or do 
thousands of things that are only a 
pleasure to a sensible person?
Any one who has the wellfare of her
family at heart and is contented can find 
more real happiness on a farm than any 
other place on earth. To add the 
finishing touch, a writer, a woman, states 
that “the majority of women in the 
insane asylums are farmer’s wives.”.
Well, what if they are? They were 
probably driven-insane by reading some 
such articles as she writes, or entertaining 
city visitors, which in either case would 
be enough to se nd any one there. 
Another thing, even if farmer’s wives 
do overwork occasionally, do not the 
wives of mechanics and all laboring men 
work as hard? and compared with the 
female operatives in factories, or the 
lives the tired shop girls lead, harrassed 
dressmakers, milliners, etc; the farmer’s 
wife has a perfect picnic. Iler home is 
her own little world. Here she can 
enjoy the society of her children, and 
friends too who are worthy of the 
name, without being afraid of offending 
Grundy, or having to bow down to the 
decree of fashion on every occasion.
She of all people on earth, can be as 
independent as she chooses aud as long 
as she confines her work to the limits of 
her house; I don't think she need to 
suffer. If the writer included out-door 
work as being one of the duties of a 
farmer’s wife, that is out of the my 
jurisdiction, for I draw tlie line when it 
comes to the fields, for either women or 
girls. So my dear fellow sufferers, 
otherwise farmer's wives, let us love our 
homes, our husbands, and our children, 
pet our glossy horses, and our Jersey 
cows, gather otfr beloved turkeys and 
chickens to our matronly bossoms, and 
be happy; and if the day ever comes, 
when we, too, yield to the force of circu­
mstances, and go with the “majority” to 
the place above mentioned, perhaps we 
may still have mind enough left to rem­
ember that we have bad our share of 
fun, if we are farmer’s wives.
THE HORSE IN POLITICS-
(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.) 
Mb. Editor:—-The horse always lias 
had place in art and literature, but rarely 
has had a place before in politics.
William M. Hall of Dallas, Texas, is a 
candidate for the postmastership of Dal­
las, and is a large breeder of horses, and 
trots them, too, in the best company. 
He lias a pacing filly of liis own raising 
called Lena Hill, and named for liis wife. 
She is three years old this spring, and 
bids fair to be a phenomenon in ’94. She 
is medium size, sired by William H. Hill 
2.17; lie by Sir Walter, and lie by Aber­
deen; dam Possum Pie, by Octoroon. In 
93 Lena Hill was out for money and a 
record. At Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 15, 
in tlie three minute class for two year 
old pacers, she won over nine well bred 
ones in 2.17, 2.17 1-4. At Independence, 
August 22, same class slie won in 2.17, 
2.24. At Mason City, Sept., 6, slie won 
in 2.22 1-2, 2.20. October 24, slie started 
at Dallas, and against old campaigners 
slie won in 2.12 1-4, 2.15. She has paced 
quarters in 29 1-4 seconds, and 2.04 is 
looked for this season. So much for tlie 
filly-
It was known by Mr. Hill that Presi­
dent Cleveland looked with disfavor on 
his breeding and raising horses, and in 
the course of conversation the President 
said: “Mr. Hill, how about those fast 
horses you own?"
“Mr. President,” said Mr. Hill, “I own 
the fastest filly of her age in the world, 
and I am proud of it. I not only breed 
race horses, but I race my horses. If it 
comes to a question as to whether I am 
to quit breeding and racing horses or 
give up the contest for the Dallas post 
office, I file notice with you now that I 
shall stick to the horses.”
II. H. D.
Those of our readers who are not cut­
ting out their coupons and getting the 
“Sights and Scenes of the World” are 
certainly missing it. Ask anyone who 
lias received even a single number,
TO BREEDERS THOROUGHBRED STOCK.
the McFadden pedigree book.
THE PUBLISHERS OF THE
TURF, FARM AND HOME
NOW OWN THIS VALUABLE WORK.
The increasing interest in breeding of fine stock, and difficulty heretofore experienced in tracing the pedigree of breeding animals, has shown the necessity of some 
compact and simple form of record to be used by all who engage in the rearing of good stock, to the end £hat an authentic record may always be found in the hands 
of the breeder that will establish beyond a reasonable doubt the breeding of the animal whope pedigree is sought. The simple device which heads this page has been 
published in book form, each book containing blanks for 100 pedigrees. IntheTorm attached is entered the pedigree of a representath e colt, which will explain the 
use of the design. Upon the birth or purchase of an animal, its pedigree should be at once traced and entered on one of the blank forms as fully as may he 
ascertained, and on opposite page, under the head of Memoranda, enter color and full description of the animal. As this Mcmoiaiida can be added to as occasion 
may require, you will have a complete history, as far as possible, of each animal in your possession, which will always be at hand for reference. Of course the form 
may be usedfor cattle, sheep, sWlne, etc., as well as for horses. This book, neatly bound in cloth and containing the new standard rules for breeding horses, will bo 
mailed, postage paid to any part of the United States or Canada, upon receipt of one dollai, by




RACE RECORD 2.15 3-4.
- AT YvJo1?1’ sil?.of A,llerTn’ - 0:) 1-i. and 27 others in 2.30 list; dam, Beulah, bv Harold sire
of Maud S.,-.08 0-4, and 40 o.hers in 2.30 or better, Service fee .8100, with usual return privilege
• '( )S H I I ( ) H I ■ S u‘\e.’,V24!811;' sta,,lbonl- 2.07 1-2 and 28 others in 2.30• A. a A x ' • ‘ L.7« list > dam, Kate X., by George Wilkes, 2,22. Service fee 850with the usual return privilege. & ’ oeivice ice, 8ou,
• O Yf 1 ) ArUv?e™71-’']’ °fJC11(iC^’nPei'’ 125’ ?ire <>f Sunol, 2.08 1-4, Palo Alto, 2.08 3-4,
<)Q.>. , u Ai Oxt, _.0t •>t, dam,Bell Tnompson, by Dreadnaught, son of Fearnaught2.23 1-4. Service fee, > 25 to warrant.
4. F,n5i l'V-Viculars in regard to above stallions, extended pedigrees, catalogues, etc.." can be ob-




Foaled June 18 1888,
2.27 1-2
Tire ab >ve cut is a:i c:c tot ropr ) la iti > i of t'i ? c >zcr dosit* i of t’io I’orfolio Binders 
which we are now o t'ering to oar retlers. They are made of the Best English silk 
Cloth, handsomely bound an I embossed in Black, Blue an 1 Gold, the design being 
artistic and attractive, miking a handsome
ORNAMENT for the CENTER TABLE.
It will keep all the p trts free from dust an I can be utilized fo; that purpose 
beginning with Bart 1.
There is no need to w tit until the whole series of Barts are issued, when, as 
a rule, they are so soiled an 1 worn as to render them unfit for binding,’ but you 
can begin now and keen each part in pood condition.




Portfo io Bind r ever made. Now is the time to obtain one. There is nothing 
gained by waiting.
SO G8HSE AT OKGE
AMO SEETHE BINDER
TO, SEE TS TO BOY.
to give our readers theIn order that it may come within the reach or ati 
benefit of the Binder, we make the following prices: 
w* Cents each when delivered
nJ IJ at our counting room.
Cents maile 1, postage 
_) prepaid by us.
Address all orders to the Binder Department of the Turf, Farm and Home 
A uburn, Me.
^Ji))eautiful dai s mahogany bay, 13 1-2 Lands high, weight 1030 lbs Sire 
V likes sire of Col one? Osgood 2.18 3-4. St. Croix 2.21 1-4, Fred Wilkes, 2.24 1-2 and 
lour others m m.>0 list. Dam, Flossie by Locomotive by Gen Knox. Second dam 
I unty by V inthrop Morrill. ?lossie his dam, is a very fast mare. Her lirst foal 
by Black 1 dot sold to C. IL Nelson for 8(500. Her second foal was Joiinnie 
Liekes. His second cam, Burity has a record of 2.34 and. has trotted halves in 
LLa quarters m 3o seconds. She was the dam of Oakland Girl 2.31 1-2 trial 2 20- 
is a so full sister to Ben Morrill 2.27. .Johnnie Wilkes got his record ’last season
will”t-^ft YYTVY"‘VP 1 in 2?27 1'2’ 2-28 7-2’ 2’28’ Barri“« accidents he
^ill Lot in 2.20 or better the coming season. lie will make the season at North 
Anson. Terms 823 to warrant. For further particulars address,
W, F, FRENCH, NORTH ANSON ME.
W. F. FRENCH “OWNERS P. LETRONEAU.
SACO VALLEY STUD,
CEBOLLA. 10510.
3 YEAR 01D RECORD 2,29 3-4. RACE RECORD 2.251-2.
• ' - ■ «
Son of Stranger, by Gen, Washington, out of Goldsmith Maid 2.1-1. First 
Dam atawha by day Gould 2 21 1-2, by Hambletonian 10. Second dam, Western. 
Girl by BelinmnoerjG. ilnrd dam, Fanny, by Wild Harry.
( 'vas foah d in 1888 at the Fashion Stud Fai inKentm kv, and is a solid
hay, weighs ibot-, d s. and stands 1(5 hands high. He is pure gaited,'lias a kind dis-- 
position andhis recoro is no measure of his speed. lie will be campaigned for a low 
lccoid tins season. He is the liestbicd stallion in the state at so low a fee
Stranger his sire at 12 years old has 18 in 2.30 list, and 3 in the 2 20 list
A SON OF ONWARD, 1411.
Claynos, 4382, dark bay, small star, hre by A. J. Alexander, Spring Station Kv in 1885 weh’h. 
1150, stau.h 18 h i ids, so.mJ, sjyiisa, gj icle, sou ly and as game as anv horse.
Sire. O lvvar I 2.25 1-4, so l of G;». Wil 2.22 an 1 ol I Dolly (one of ill; VERY ORE 4.TEST o' 
speed, producing dams dam of Diractof 2.17 (sirj oi'Dimec 2.05 1-2, Directum 2.05 1-4. Thor idale 
2.22 1-4 (sire of E twin Th xr.ie 2.16 1-4 , (.) nv ir I 2.2 5 1-4 (sire of R >se Liyb ir.i 2.15 1-4 au I 82 o h as • 
Czarina 2.21 John F. l’ayne 2.45 1-2 at 3 ysjsire of Don Payne 2.18.) Winona (dam of Pretender, sh'i 
0- 13 in Che list) AlcCa (dam of Mavilla 2.27 1-4).
Onward ac 18 ys. of age s irp isses aw s.alii o i living or deal as a source of speed, lie bus 83 in 
the list, one or them with a 2y ol 1 reeor 1 of 2.2) 1-1. Onward lias 12) grand children in ilie Pst 
More than 3 > o. Ins sons are s res, a i I tlie.r pro luce is even faster than that of Onward himself-
1st Dam ol Claynos is Engiewood, mil sister of We lgewood 2.17) (sire of 20 in the list) bv Eel- 
mout, sire ot 45 in the list'. ’
2nd dam Won Ibifia, d i n of We Igewo »1 2.1 >, sire of 25 in 2.31; Woo ifor 1 M vnbrino 2.21 1-2 
sireot 1;> in 2.3): Mo meo, sire of 10 in 2.31; VVeishaden, sire of 2 in 2.3k Silence, dam of 2 in i> 99" 
3rd Dam Singleton mare.
The hreeding of Claynos ranks linn as o ve of the very best bred stallions in Me. His oldest 
colts are but2ys old and are as fi ve in every respect as anv in New K iglaml. Wherever shown they 
have been prize win aers. Two have bee i broke o an I driven so-.ni th-i.s s >. iso l ail could, either oi 
them show quarters in 45 see. They are uniformly large, so id colors.an 1 beautifully gaited
Claynoo Stands at Fast Corinth, Penobscot! Co., Me.
wins $35. to insure.
A SON OF NELSON 2.00.
Glonoin, dark bay, small star, black points, 15-3 hand high, weighs 1050, clear and blood like as a 
thro .iglibred, splendidly gaited, fast and a Typical Nelson.
1st Dam, Trinket B. (by Blenn Morrill son of Winlitrop Morrill,) a very fast, an one of the finest of road mares.
2nd Dam, Jennie Horn, by Messenger Hunter son of English Hunter.
3rd Dam Lady Horn out of a daughter of Bush Messenger.
Terms $15. to warrant.
ADDRESS J. B- COCHRANE. EAST CORINTH. ME.
OR J. D. COCHRANE, SAGO ME.
DICTATOR’S INDEPENDENCE.
J he famous Bed White and Blue Horse by Dictator Chief 2.211-2, dam by 
Independence 2.1(5 1-4 (to pole witJi Cleora) will make the seasonal my stock farm 
m Noil ldgcwock. This horse has plenty of style, action and speed, with good 
sound clean limbs and one of the finest heads ever seen on a horse. Terms, S10 
at time of service or satisfactory note with return privelcge. For further parti­
culars addrees his owner.
DR. B, F, LANCESTER, MADISON, ME,
June 30 94
lb. Jh piirFar^s, D. I/. 5, W. E. McLEAN,
VETERINARY SURGEON. ->:S- LIVERY STABLE.
Castration successfully performed andj all dis- 1 rnYY nn^ ,)B - c',,]ns Leason-
eases oi Horses promptly attended to ‘ s‘ ,, c<uns emishcd to Convey
1 1 arties t,o all feurroundin:
HORSE DENTISTRY A SPECIALTY.
Office 21 9 
WflTFn Strefi AUGUSTA ME
g Towns.
STABLE NEX^ TO REVERE HOUSE.
CANTON, ME,
Service Fee Only $35.
COUDERT 23694,
Limited To 30 Approved Mares
Tins Stallion is a full brother to Gebolla, 2.23 1-2. Sired by Stranger 3030. 
i)am Gitaw;)-.; by Jay Gould 2.21 1-2, bred in Kentucky bv Fashion Stud’ Farm 
boated in 1892, color bay. This is a very fast colt, large of his age, and of line 
hmsh and extra, gaited, and will take a low record. We have placed his Service at 
823. Limited t 13 appiovt d mares. Season for stallions closes June 1st.
Fashionably bred colts and Lilies for sale at reasonable prices. For catalogue 
and information, address
E. G. LUQUES, BIDDEFORD, ME.
COLONEL PITT NO. 23164.
Sire Wilkes 8371, Sire of Col Osgood 2.18 3-4 St. Croix 2.21 1-4 Fred Wilkes 
2 241-4 Brownie 2.24 1-4 Johnnie Wilkes 2.2(5 1-2. Hazel 2.28 1-4 Glimmer 2.30. First 
dam Hesperia by C0nstai.1ti.0n son of Almont. Second dam Lady McClellan by Gen 
led dell in 143 record 2,2d i-y Old Drew. Third dam Nellie Knox by Gen Knox. 
Colonel Bitt was foaled in 1889, is a Bay with both hind ankles white very small star 
.•'t in is lo 1-2 iiands <ind wtiiiiis 1050 Ills. Col. Pitt lias never been Campaigned but 
Gist season alter a tew wetks biting Mr. ('. II. Nelson drove him a trial mile at 
iDghy 1 <11 i. in 2.-»() 1-2, last half in 1.12. Ilcwill bewithdrawn from the stud 
alter June Island placed in Mr. Nelson hands for a record Will serve 13 approved 
maics at Aide Liook Stable l8o Lim St., Bidcieford Maine at 823. season service
with return pi iveledge. For further particulars address his Owner,
S. S. ANDREWS, BIDDEFORD, ME.
STALLIONS BRED AND OWNED BY Wm. C. MARSHALL 
BELFAST MAINE, FOR PUBLIC SERVICE.
, • , r,ecor'1 ‘---9 trial 1-8 mile Hi seconds 1-1 mile 34 seconds. Bright hay 16 1-2 hands
high 1150 lbs weight, foaled June 14, 1889. sired by Nelson 2.09, Dam May Wiiliers the dam of Wilks- 
niont 0-1 by Gen. V> ithers public trial 2.30 1-4) son of Almont. Second dam Queen (2.38 in race) 
<<am of IlarobL-Ori 2.2s 5-4 by son of Black Diamond sire of Clara. J. 2.28. Third dam Morgan, 
xoHonee is a gland young horse, carrying in his veins the royal blood of Nelson 2.09 and havin«- 
i or ms dam and grand-,aim high bred and speed giving producers. This horse will stand at the low 
price of >35 to insure mare with foal.
M i lkusmoxt record 2.27 3-4. Tliree-year-old record, 2.40 five-year-old record 2.341-2, six-vear-old 
:!'4 seal brown 15 8-4 hands high, 1075 lbs. weight, foaled in 1886 by Kaiser 2.28 1-2 by Geo. 
n nites 2.22 by Hambletoinau 10. Dam May Withers(dam of Nelsonee) Second dam Queen dam of Har- 
oldson 2.2*5 3-4 third dam .Morgan At the Bangor and Lewiston fairs three years in succession he won 
die iirsr premium and the blue ribbon in his class. In 1889 lie won the three year old stallion cup in 
-4 ’ and in is.io ihe four year old cult stake a, R ate Fair at Lewiston, In 184(2at Bangor fair he won 
S.ali’on race, taking ihe last three in a live heat race. ],roving himself not onlv fast but a game race
horse. Terms to insure mare with foal 825.
11 APOI.DS, IX 2.25 3-4, ’-.right bay 15 3-4 hands high, weight 1000 lbs. foaled in 1884 bv Prescott son 
of Harold sire of Maud S. 208 3-4 and of Lord Russell sire of Kremlin 2.07 3-4. Dam Queen, record 
2.42. time in raceg..‘18by son of Black Diamond. Harohlson as a tliree-vefir-old won ever}’ heat in four 
i-m-cs and also the stall'o.i cup at State Fair getting a record of 2.39 1-2, As a four year old he won 
(lie Maine colt stake am! niher colt, stakes never losing a heat. . This horse is proving to be a great 
-lire his cobs take after bun and show great speed and fine roading qualities. Will stand at the low 
price of >20 to insure mare with foal. Fof further particulars and Catalogue address
Win C, MARSHALL, Belfast, AIainf,
12 TURF, FARM AND HOME.
FLAVORING EXTRACTS
Of excellent, uniform quality. Guaranteed to be ’ ’
extracted from the pure fruit. Unequalled from 
Housekeepers are many who declare them best. Try them in your ownany point of view, 
cooking. Obtainable at any grocers.
;£TRAWBEK»Wj RAlmonPBa sian’ALemus i TlHtAFPLe j!»*MIULA4
We wish to announce that we have succeeded in obtaining as chemist in our laboratory the 
. * 44 t , celebrated French chemist Ivan F. Baer, who care- A AAA -I «
fully devotes himself to the supervision of all opr
manufacturing, and we can promise our patrons the 
very choicest flavors, obtained direct from the fruits.
RocRS&o<i» M*
THE
GR^EAT SPEAR HEAO Wralfedia
MAINE’S GREAT RACE STALLION.
Record made second heat in a race, last quarter in 31 3-1 seconds,a 2.07 gait over 
regulation track and hitched to liigh-wheel sulky.
THE SEER, 2.19 1-2, holds the fastest race record for Maine stallion at three 
five and six years of age. lie is sire of Lou Seer, winner of the yearling race at 
j the New England Breeders Meeting of 1891, and holder of the New England race 
j record for yearling of 1891-2. First full mile ever driven at her speed, °The only 
■ colt of his ever in a race.
Sire, Gen. Benton, 18 in the list including Daly, 2.15; Sally Benton (4). 2.17 3-4; 
Lord Byron (4), 2.18; Tne seer 2.19 1-2; also sire of dams of Sunol, 2.08 1-4 and 
Truman (4), 2.12.
Dam Electioneer, 132 in the list. Sire of Sunol, 2.08 1-4 (sire of the dam of The 
Seer, 2.19 1-2).
THE SEER 5307 is a blood hay stallion, stands 15.1 1-2, weighs 1000 pounds- 
foaled 1885. $100 to warrant. His season in the stud will be short and to hut a 
i limited number of marc s.
SIDNOT THE SIDNEY-NUTWOOD CROSS SIDNUT
Bay colt, foaled 1890. Sired by Sidney 2.19 3-4; dam by Nutwood, 2.18 3-4 
For further particulars address,
ATJBUIt iSrJD H. Wes! y Hutchins, Pro’rietor, Auburn Maine.
ST. CROIX 10,258.
2.211-4 TBOllING MCE BECOSB, 2.21 1-4.
ST ( ItOIX’S book in now open for the. season of li$‘.;4 limited to 25 approved mares, at the 
exceedingly low j rices of 835 by .lie season. Cash or satisfactory note at time of first serviceAUsual 
return privilege when in the stud or money returned at my option. Mares kept at reasonable rates 
Season to close July 15th, when he will he put into training.
St. Croix stands in 1-4 hands, weighs 10.70 pounds, l ay black points, perfectly sound and kind 
an excellent road horseand a ve:y fast walker, lie has always been sensationally-fast, (lis three- 
year-old record of (2.74 was no measure of his speed. As a four-year-old he had had five week’s 
training, started in five races, winning four of them getting a record of (2.28 1-4) and had speed 
enough to have won the oilier, lint got second,—four of these races being against aged horses. As 
a live-.\ ear-old, he was only out of the stud three weeks, and started in a race at Fairfield, August 
4tli, against a field of seven horses—all good ones, making his first heat in 2.22 1-4, 2d in 2.24 1-4, 
ltd. in 2.21 1-4. lie shares with Nelson (S.flii) the bor er of the fastest live-year-old record of Maine, 
but while Nelson made his record in a trad against time, on a mile track, St Croix made Ills in the 
third heat of a contested race on a half-mile track, Good .judges sav he could have trotted that mile 
in 2.17 or 2.18, as he was .logged from ihe distance flag to the wire. As a two-vear-old he got six 
living foals, four of them can show 2.4'),—one of them, St. Croix, Jr., has a race record of 2.511-4. 
We look for him to go in the list this fall, and think the other three will not be far behind, if 
handled. The o.lier two can show as well with the same handling. His lounger foalsare proving 
equally as well. St Croix is liy Wilkes, one of the greatest if not the greatest sons of Alcyone. 
Wilkes lias (ol. Osgood, 2.1S 3-4; St. Croix, 2.211-4; Fred Wilkes, 2.24 1-2 Brownie, 2.24 3-4; Johnnie 
Wilkes, 2.27 1-2; Hazel, 2.23 1-4; Glimmer 2.30. St. Croix’s dam is bv Gideon, sire of the dams of 
Nelson, (209); Independence1 (2.21 1-4); Glenarm, (2.23 1-2); 2d dam by whalebone Knox; 3d dam, 
S. T. 15., by Vermo it Black Hawk'.
For further paiticulars, address, WEBSTER WILLIAMS, Nobtji Anson, Maine.
SAVE THE TAGS.a
One Hundred and Ssienty-Three Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars, For Early and Extreme Speed, Breed to
in valuable Presents to foe Given Away in Beturn fosr
SPEAR HEAD TAGS.
1 , i 55 STEM WINDING ELGIN GOLD WATCHES.............................................. 534,650 00
5,775 FINE IMPORTED FRENCH OPERA GLASSES, MOROCCO BODY,
BLACK ENAMEL TRIMMINGS, GUARANTEED ACHROMATIC... 28,875 00 
23,100 IMPORTED GERMAN BUCKHORN HANDLE, FOUR BLADED
’ POCKET KNIVES............................................................. ...................................... 23,100 00
t . 5.500 POLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM -ROTARY TELESCOPE TOOTH’ plcKS.......................................................  ..............................................................................  57,750 00
1 1 5,500 LARGE PICTURES (14x28 inches) IN ELEVEN COLORS, for framing,
no advertising on them ?.................................... ....................................................  28,875 00
261,030 PRIZES, AMOUNTING TO................... .................................$173,250 OO
The above articles will be distributed, by counties, among parties who chew SPEAR 
HEAD Plug Tobacco, and return to us the TTW TAGS taken therefrom.
' We will distribute 226 of these prizes in this county as follows: ,
To THE PARTY sending us the greatest number of SPEAR HEAD
TAGS from tJais coossty we will give........................................................ 1 GOLD WATCH;
To the FIVE PARTIES sending us the next greatest number of
SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each, 1 OPERA GLASS....5 OPERA GLASSES. 
To the TWENTY PARTIES sending us the next greatest number
of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1 POCKET
KNIFE...................................................... ......................................................20 POCKET KNIVES.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, wre will give to each 1
ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM TOOTH PICK............................. 100 TOOTH VICKS.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
LARGE PICTURE IN ELEVEN COLORS..................................................... 100 PICTURES.
Total Number ©f Prizes for Ibis County, 226.
CAUTION.—No Tags will be received before January 1st, 1894, nor after February 1st, 
J894. Each package containing tags must be marked plainly with Name of Sender, Town, 
bounty. State, and* Number of Tags in each package. All charges on packages must be 
prepaid.
READ.—SPEAR HEAD possesses more qualities of intrinsic value than any other 
plug tobacco produced. Jt is the sweetest, the toughest, the richest. SPEAR HEAD is 
absolutely, positively and distinctively different in flavor from any other plug tobacco. 
A trial will convince the most skeptical of this fact. It is the largest seller of any similar 
shape and style on earthf which proves that it has caught the popular taste and pleases the 
people. Try it, and participate in the contest for prizes. See that a TIN TAG is on every 
10 cent piece of SPEAR HEAD yon buy. Send in the tags, no matter how small the 
quantity. Very sincerely,
THE P. J. SORG COMPANY, Middletown, Onio.
A list of the people obtaining these prizes in this county will be published in this 
paper immediately after February 1st, 1894.
OOK’T SEMB PF4V TASS B^QRE JANUARY L !89£
- HALEY, 11083, -
Race record at 4 years, 2.20 1-t, is no limit of his speed. He won his races without 
being extended and besides being a trotter be is a great road horse. 1 don’t think 
there is or ever was a horse that could go more miles in a day than his dam, Gray- 
nose, 2.31 1-4 and road qualities are what the most of our stallions lack. lie was 
sired by a stallion king and his dam washy Fearnaught, 2.23 1-4, a king in his day. 
He comes by his speed honestly, his ancestors being all trotters and producers of 
trotters. With the same chance he should outrank his sire, Nelson, 2.09, for early 
and extreme speed. Haley’s dam, Graynose, 2.31 1-4, was out of Lady Balch and 
so was the dam of Young Rolfe, 2.21 1-4, the sire of Nelson, 2.09. ile is a bay 
horsC 10 hands high with the best of feet and legs, can trot without boots or 
weights and he always has his speed.
Will STAND AT RIVERVIEW STOCK FARM
One mile below depot. SOUTH GARDINER, HI LINE.
$100 BY THE SEASON
t Cash or satisfactory note at first service. Mares'not proving with foal can be re­
turned next season free. Bro’od mares 75 cents a week






tion, and cures those di 
eases arising from a disordered 
stomach or liver, such as : 
CONSTIPATION, BILIOUSNESS, IU01G 
tlON, LOSS OF APPETITE. HEADACHE 
BEST REMEDY FOR WORSES 




Unscrupulous persons are coun- 
terfititugWiBccx (Wrtin.nsl 
' Tansv Pills, the genuine are w 
metal boxes with registered trade mar 
Shield, accept no worthless nostrum, insist ou 
thegenuine, at all Dmgpfists. Send 4 cents for 
Woman’s Safe Guard anti receive them 
' by mail. W ilcwx S> pceilic €o, Pliila.Pa,
ut ap In
HATCH CK8CKENS BV STIAB 
Excelsior Sncabator,
Simple, ’Perfect, Self-Pegu, 
biting. Thousand? in sue, 
cessful opor ition. Guaran 
teed to hatch a larger per 
contage of fertile eggs at 
less cost than say other!)
iTHatcher. Lowest priceda 
first-class Hatcher made.g GEO. H. STAHL, Qnincy.lllJ
‘ GEORGE W.” SON OF GREENFIELD. HE BY ELECTIONEER
Geo W. is a handsome mahogany bay stallion stands Id hands high, * weighs 
1025 lbs., Sired by Greenfield son of Electioneer. Dam by Sammy. Weller by Capt. 
Sprague by Gen. Sherman by Gen Knox. This horse has a perfect disposition, a lino 
road horse and when handled for speed will go fast. Will stand for service at 




W. 0. FARAUM, O’v> S» 157 MIDDLE ST. ROCKLAND MAINE,
